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Preface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This book deals in two chapters the basic aspects to understand the 
coinage during the thirteenth century. The first concerns the political 
and financial capacity of the king for issuing coins. Their 
understanding involves developing the evolution of the presence of 
silver in the space of the Kingdom of León during XII c. and focuses 
on a key policy document such as the Cortes of Benavente of 1202.  
The second deals with the coinage itself, taking into account the 
production of pure silver coins, which implies an advance in Castile in 
comparison with other contemporary kingdoms, due to the 
geographical position, being frontier with the Islamic kingdoms. 
 
It should be noted that in this way are some aspects studied in the 
doctoral thesis Emisiones monetarias leonesas y castellanas de la Edad 
Media. Organización, economía, tipos y fuentes defended at the 
University of Santiago de Compostela in 2008 and published in 
Spanish in this collection. 
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1 
The financial implications of the Cortes of 
Benavente of 1202 
 
 
 
 
Introduction  
 
The Cortes of Benavente of 1202 have been the focus of significant 
attention from scholars of the mediaeval history of Castile and León. 
In the study of constitutional history, the text has been seen as the 
first agreement between the king and the kingdom, and the first 
agreed limit to the king’s power. For taxation historians, the main 
step is a personal and yearly tribute, known as the moneda forera.  
Both views contain a part of the truth, but leaves some questions 
unanswered: Why was it necessary to address this matter in 1202? 
Why did they celebrate a monographic Corte in 1202 in the Kingdom 
of León? What is the reason for such precision in its contents? In this 
apparent agreement, are there equivalent tradeoffs assumed by the 
king and the population? What was the scope of the agreement? 
Was the agreement respected by the kings in the following 
centuries? In order to answer these questions we need to focus on 
the three points that made it necessary to hold the Cortes of 1202:  
firstly, the economic conditions of citizens living in the kingdom of 
León; secondly, the legal aspects of the royal right to mint its own 
currency, and finally, the evolution of royal monetary policy. These 
facts provide a context in which knowledge is essential in order to 
understand the text. As we will see, the change that involved an 
innovation in the monetary policy of Alfonso IX determines the 
content of the document.  
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The economic and legal context of the Cortes of 1202  
 
In order to understand the content of the 1202 Cortes agreement, 
we firstly need to understand the economic development the 
kingdom was undergoing at that time.   
 
A) The dependence of the Kingdom of León on species from 
abroad.  
 
The monetary system in the Middle Ages is inextricably linked to its 
metal value, i.e. a currency was worth as much as the gold or silver 
it contained. Depending on the region, this metal could be mainly 
gold, as was the case in the Byzantine Empire, or silver, as was the 
case in Western Europe. Meanwhile, in the Mediterranean Muslim 
kingdoms a bimetallic system predominated, with a varying 
prevalence of gold or silver depending on the time and place. In the 
case of the Castilian and Leonese kingdoms after 1112, the system 
was essentially bimetallic, even though gold and silver mines were 
located far from their territories. 
 
a) The absence of gold and silver  
 
It should be noted that the silver used in coinage came partly from 
mines located in central Europe, where they produced metal in 
abundance from the end of the twelfth century. The other source of 
silver was the acquisition of minted metal due to the effect of 
conquests, tribute, trade, or through expenses made by the pilgrims 
to Santiago. Neither minted metal nor silver ingots arrived in Castile 
and León in a regular or uniform way, but instead sporadically 
throughout the Middle Ages. It should be noted that the presence of 
silver in the currency, despite the inability to obtain metal by mining, 
in addition to the apparent  productive and commercial weakness of 
the kingdom, implied a protectionist approach towards coinage that 
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remained in place until the seventeenth century. Thus the flight 
abroad of silver, minted or otherwise, was one of the major concerns 
of the Castilian bourgeoisie, which reminded the king in different 
Cortes of the need to establish controls and other measures to 
alleviate this problem1. Needless to say, silver was not only used as a 
means of exchange.  There are references in documents from the 
period mentioning vessels, marcos, tables and ultimately ornamental 
objects made of the metal. Indeed, even the fact that the profession 
of silversmith existed helps to assess the volume of these products, 
particularly from the fourteenth century onwards.  Sometimes these 
works of art were melted to produce coinage, as was done by Doña 
Urraca early in the twelfth century, or again to issue the coinage of 
Castile and León in 1369. In this regard, John II undertook not to 
melt silverware used in religious ceremonies for this specific 
purpose2. 
 
As already mentioned, the Castilian crown territory lacked silver 
mines, in other words the raw materials to supply the mints. This 
well known fact explains, firstly, the almost complete absence of any 
documentation regarding the property rights on mines, which 
undoubtedly would exist if there had been any mining activity, as in 
other better known cases such as salt works. Only rarely there are 
mentions of mines, such as a silver mine en termino Arlanzonis with 
an ephemeral existence in 1142, lent to the bishop of Burgos3. Or a 
mercury mine, a metal used in obtaining silver, from 1231 in 
Toledo4.  Furthermore, in 1202 there are mentions of a Petro 
argentario, perhaps a silver miner in the area of Ferrol5. In fact, the 
Cortes of Briviesca of 1387 contains a passage that may seem 
paradigmatic of this mining and precious metal shortage6:  

 
… por que en los previllejos que los Reys onde Nos venimos é 
Nos avemos  dado fasta agora relevamos en ellos mineras de 
oro, é de plata,  é de asogue é de estanno,  de piedras é de 

                                                
1 Concerning the fifteenth century only, see Mackay 1986, pp. 401-408. 
2 MacKay, 1986, p. 385. 
3 Archivo de la Catedral de Burgos, vol. 25, f. 317, quoted by GAUTIER, 1969, p. 53 
4 HERNANDEZ, 1984, number 433.  
5 Sobrado, number 23. 
6 See MACKAY, 1986, pp. 401-402, regarding the repetition of other formulas for the 
same purpose in the fifteenth century. 
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otros metales, es nuestra  voluntad que de aquí adelante  
ualesquier personas de nuestros  regnos puedan cavar en sus 
tierras é eredades las dichas mineras ó  qualquiera déllas, ó en 
otros lugares qualesquier, non fasiendo perjuysio unos á otros 
en lo cavar sin licencia de su duenno, é que de  todo lo que 
fallaren de qualquier metal de las mineras susodichas  se 
parta en esta manera : primeramente que toda la costa que se 
fesiere en lo cavar ó sacar, que se entregue en ella, é lo al que 
sobrare  demás, que sea la tercia parte para el que lo sacare, 
é las otras dos  partes para Nos; é entendemos que si los 
omes  quisieren trabajar  en cavarlo, que se seguirá dello 
grant provecho á nuestros regnos, é  otrosí á las fasiendas de 
los que lo fesieren, por quanto estos nuestros  regnos son los 
mas preciosos de mineras que pueden ser; é otrosí saberán 
que por algunas gracias semejantes que es esta que fesieron 
los  Enperadores de Alimania,  son muy ricos los sennores de 
Alimania é  los Enperadores han grant provecho dello… 
 

Exceptionally, a fifteenth-century Castilian book contains a passage 
of Andalusian origin showing some news7: 
 

[229v] Este es treslado de vn libro para mostrar los tesoros e 
almadenes de oro e plata que son en España, e este libro fue 
tresladado en Fez el nueuo de vn libro que tenía vn moro que 
llamauan Andallo Abensarón, e dize este libro que los más 
almadenes e tesoros son en España más que en otros regnos, 
los quales son estos que se siguen. E quando estos thesoros 
fueron ascondidos fizieron libro dellos, e dellos son encantados 
e dellos non. E los que son encantados son doze e los diez son 
que han cosas degolladas sobre ellos, así como liebre o 
raposo, lobo o oso o águila o ximio o bueytre (sic) e cueruo e 
puerco e perro, lechuza, erizo e callo e capón e buey e asno e 
cauallo e yegua o moro negro. Agora podedes saber los 
thesoros e almadenes que son en banaladeras fasta el monte 
uabio. 
Primeramente sepas que en el río de Granada hay vena de 
plata. 

                                                
7 CÓRDOBA, 2005, p. 43. 
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En Almaraz de parte de occidente del castillo hay vena de 
plata. 
E en el castillo de Barronoa sobre el río hay vena de plata. 
Sepades que en Tomar e Endújar hay vena de oro de parte de 
occidente del aldea en el muradal sobre el otero a rayz de la 
peña, e es buen oro e prouechoso. 
Sepades que en el término de Losana, en el aldea que dizen 
Montes Algabar, la que es sobre la fuente, ha vena de oro. 
[230r] Sepades que en el aldea que dizen de la Name que es 
de la Palma en término de Jahén ha vena de plata. 
Sepades que en el río que ha nombre Gaudandalla en término 
de Jahén hay una vena entre las dos figueras. 
Sepades que en término de Almaría, de parte de septentrión 
de la fuente, ha vena de plata, e de la parte occidental, ha 
vena de oro entre los dos oteros sobre el río de parte del 
monte negro. 
Sepades que en el aldea que dizen Tasir ha venero de oro de 
parte de occidente de la aldea. 
Sepades que en el aldea que dizen de suso, en vn logar en 
dagachu e valdaqui, ha vena de oro. 
Sepades que en Capán ha vena de plata. 
Sepades que en Plenera de Camuella ha vena de plata. 
Sepades que en Montiel de parte de occidente en el monte ha 
vena de plata. 
Sepades que en Boroya ha vena de plata de parte de 
merediano entre las choças. 

 
It should be noted that during the tenth century there was 
significant mining activity in Cordoba, which sustained their 
important monetary emissions8.  
 
 b) The arrival of silver  
 
Assuming this premise, the access to silver in the territory of León 
underwent the following phases:  
 

                                                
8 GRAÑEDA, 1998. 
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- Prior to 1087.  Before the Kings of León started minting their own 
currency, there was abundant circulating silver coin from Cordoba.  
In fact, many documents from this period refer to payments in 
solidos argenti pondere pesatos, which may refer to either Muslim 
minted coins, silver species or bullion. To determine the presence of 
this coinage we can refer to archaeological and documentary 
sources. In the case of the archaeological sources, we can ascertain 
the presence of this currency through various archaeological finds9. 
Also, Leonese documentation frequently mentions the presence of 
silver as a medium of exchange from around 1000.  In this case 
there are frequent references to sólidos de argento, on the one 
hand, and argenzos or argentos on the other. Sometimes there are 
even mentions, as is also the case in Aragon and Navarra, to sólidos 
kacimíes. In one instance, a document mentions that a solido 
includes seven argentos. But such a multitude of new concepts 
deserves a separate treatment.   
 
1033 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 922 Argenzos 
1037 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 947 Argenzos 
1042 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 998 Argentos 
1044 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1021 Arencos de arento 
1050 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1075 Arenzos de argento 
1054 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1095 Argencos 
1056 Otero de Dueñas  176 Argenti 
 
The term argento means individual coins, logically Caliphate dirhams, 
in the eleventh century kingdom of León. These coins were used to 
form solidi, i.e. measured in terms of a number or a particular 

                                                
9 One of them, in the Cathedral of Santiago. Apart from these dirhams there appeared 
Carolingian coins related to the same archaeological context, namely a denier of 
Melle. IBAÑEZ, 1998-2, p. 182 discusses the few examples of European currency 
found in archaeological contexts in Navarra associated with the Way of St. James. 
Mention should also be made of the find of Cihuela (Soria), consisting of 585 Caliphal 
dirhams  together with electron coins issued by Al-Mamun of Toledo. The find is 
unusual for this period, being so far north, as it seems to be a burial in Christian 
lands. Moreover, the abundance of Caliphate currency, made of pure silver, in contrast 
to other hoards of the period, makes a significant difference. Those hoards are parallel 
to other two found in Navarra, one in San Andrés de Ordoiz and another at the bridge 
of Miluce (CANTO, 2001, pp. 77-81), consistent with access to silver species from the 
south due to conquest or paid as parias. 
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weight10. Thus, in documents from the cathedral of León we find:  
 
1016 Portugal, BATALHA, 1940, p. 114 Sueldos de argento puro 
1032 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 907, 910 Sueldos de argento, 

pondere pesatos 
1033 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 913 Idem 
1034 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 928, 929, 933 Sólidos de argento, pondere 

pesatos 
1035 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 936, 938 Idem 
1037 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 948 Idem 
1042 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 996, 999 Sólidos pondere pesatos 
 
Also, we can add some documents mentioning solidos de argento, 
without reference to their weight, in the Kingdom of León:  
 
1032 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 896, 899, 900, 903, 905 
1033 Lugo. AHN clero carpeta 1325B/3 
1038 León, LEÓN. FERNÁNDEZ, 960 
1039 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 976 
1040 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 985, 988 
1044 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1016, 1018-9 
1045 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1027, 1030 
1046 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1034 
1046 San Vicente de Oviedo, XXIX 
1047 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1040, 1042-1044, 1049 
1047 Otero de Dueñas  171 
1048 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1053, 1056, 1059 
1048 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1057 
1049 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1063, 1064 
1053 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1090, 1092 
1057 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1105-6 
1060 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1117 
1060 Otero de Dueñas  178 
1063 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1125 
1064 Otero de Dueñas  180 
1065 Otero de Dueñas  181 
1065 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1140 
1062-1072 Corias I 199, p. 61 (2) 
                                                
10 PELLICER, 1982, p. 49. In the same line, CANTO, 2001, p. 75. 
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1068 Otero de Dueñas  184 
1069 Otero de Dueñas  185 
1069 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1162, 1164 
1073? León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1192 
1074 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1193 
1077 Corias I-156 p. 49 
1079 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1212 
1079 Corias I-70, p. 27-28 
1080 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1215 
1080 Otero de Dueñas  193 
1081 Otero de Dueñas  194 
1081 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1219 
1082 Corias I-56, p. 24 
1082 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1227 
1084 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1231 
1085 Lourenzá. RODRÍGUEZ-REY, 1992, 103v-104v 
1085 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1237 
1085 San Martín Pinario 1.15 
1085 BATALHA, 1940, p. 113 
1086 Otero de Dueñas  196 
1086 San Vicente de Oviedo, IC 
1087 San Vicente de Oviedo, CI 
1087 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1242 
1088 Otero de Dueñas  197 
1089 SÁNCHEZ BELDA, 1948, Sto. Toribio, 101 
1090 Otero de Dueñas  199, 200, 201 
1090 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1252 
1090 San Vicente de Oviedo, CVII 
1091 Corias I-378, p. 110 
1093 San Pedro de Montes, tumbo viejo, 63, 67 
1094 Cathedral of Santiago. Galicia Histórica 84 
1094 Portugal, BATALHA, 1940, p. 113 
1095 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 1283, 1288 
1095 Otero de Dueñas  205 
1095 San Vicente de Oviedo, CXV 
1096 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1290 
1097 San Pedro de Montes, tumbo viejo, 100 
1098 Corias I-42, p. 21 
1099 Otero de Dueñas  203, 204 
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1100 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1303, 1305 
1102 León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1311-2 
1102 Corias I-51, p. 23; I-40 p. 20-21 
1107 Corias I 72, p. 20-24; I-370 p. 107-108; I-

343 p. 102 
1110 San Vicente de Oviedo, CXXXIX 
1115 San Martín Pinario 1.26 
 
References to solidos de argento continue in León until 1102 and in 
Oviedo until 1110.  Similar mentions are found in Samos in 1106, 
Sahagun until 1138 and San Pedro de Montes until 1136.  In the two 
latter cases, however, it seems to be a reference to the coin of the 
kingdom of León after the capture of Toledo.  
 
Regarding the abundance of this coinage, it should be said that it 
reached the kingdom sporadically, and was more common after 1048 
and more especially after 1080, both in terms of the number of 
documents and in the amounts indicated in them. These references 
are contemporary to the great moments of conquest referred to 
above, and to the progressive debasement of silver in the currency 
of the Taifa kingdoms. It should be noted that the presence of these 
species is common in the Meseta and scarce in the areas protected 
by it, so this may reveal the existence of an economic space in León 
and its area of influence, in which transactions were expressed in 
argentos.  As can be seen, at times there is a difference betwen 
argento and Argentis bonis (León, 1048). In short, there are ‘good’ 
argentos and ‘bad’ argentos, which means that coins from the Taifa 
period with low silver content arrived in the Northern Meseta at the 
same time as the caliphate currency of ‘good’ silver, and this latter 
was obviously preferred in trade. In fact, in some cases we see, in 
the eastern part of the Peninsula, references to solidos Kacimies. 
 
1061 Tumbo de Samos, 84r Sólidos argento kacimi 
1078 Oviedo, GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 80 Sólidos de kacimi 
1078 Portugal, BATALHA, 1940, p. 115 Sólidos de kazmi 
1122 Tumbo de Samos, 72r-72v Sólidos de kazmil 
 
The last of these coins is particularly confusing, due to the date of 
issue. We also have references to the value of a solido: 
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1055 León,  FERNÁNDEZ, 

1096 
Sólidos argentis bonis a VIII argenzos 
el sólido 

1068 OSEIRA. ROMANÍ 2 Sólidos argenti a XII dineros 
 
If we combine the data offered by documents describing 
transactions with those known from the chronicles of the conquest, 
we can underline some ideas in this study.  Firstly, throughout the 
eleventh century, but especially in the second half, there was a shift 
of silver from south to north, and in consequence, due to  the 
abundance of precious coinage, we can see a commercial 
development that provides a breeding ground for traders and money 
changers from France or Italy. This did not occur so much as to 
address this emerging market, but instead to buy silver that could be 
taken to other parts of Europe for coining, at a time of declining 
mining production in Europe.  
 
The coinage struck between 1087 and 1103 by Alfonso VI is 
massive. It can be estimated that only this latter issue is susceptible 
to quantification by the number of dies used in their manufacture. 
Metcalf has deducted 864 dies, which that would mean 8,640,000 
dineros, as each die could be used to mint about 10,000 coins11. It 
should be noted that the sample considered by this author is very 
large, reducing the margin of error. We can say that, in a few years, 
the King not only achieved the introduction of his currency in all his 
territories, but was also able to impose a unity of coinage close to 
that of some existing systems, such as the French, Aragonese and 
Navarrese currencies. The consequence of this issue is paradoxical, 
as the coinage seemed to vanish immediately, an effect consistent 
with its export through the Way of St. James to other parts of 
Europe12.  

                                                
11 METCALF, 1988. The use of the technique employed by Metcalf was the subject of 
significant discussion among numismatists between 1990 and 1995. Certainly one can 
not expect the figures being offered by current statistics, but it does involve an 
approximation. The set used by Metcalf came from a private sale and the real 
archaeological context was known, but in any case provides an important quantitative 
presence of currency. The conclusion is that, regardless of the accuracy of the number 
of coins, and considering the number of them that have reached us today, we have a 
massive issue compared to the rest of Leonese emissions prior to 1200.  
12 Some authors have referred to the matter, for example PELLICER, 1994, AGUADE, 
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- Silver-based European currency during the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries. Almost as early as coins were minted in 
León, there are frequent references to Aragonese and French 
currency.  In this case we arrive at the phenomenon of pilgrimage 
and the intensification of trade, pending study, in which we find that 
in some cases the abundance of currency with some regularity may 
imply that to a greater or lesser extent, the Castilian territories as a 
whole or in part may be included in a foreign currency system.  
 
– Dineros minted in Aragon. The jaquesa coins minted in Aragon 
and Navarra circulated in the kingdom with different strength.  The 
known finds of those coins reveals a relatively strong circulation 
during this period in border areas, such as Ambojo (Santander), 
Guipúzcoa and Montenegro (Soria), with finds that can be dated to 
the start of the twelfth century13.  In fact, in the Castile area, some 
documents mention jaqueses in La Rioja. Leonese Documents also 
refer to dineros jaqueses in the same period. This relationship, which 
shows a strong use between 1122 and 1126 is as follows:  
 
 
1117 Sobrado 28r, 134v-135-r Sólidos iakeses 
1120 Vega de Espinaredo, 2 Sólidos iaccensis 
1122 Sobrado 135r-135v Solidos iakeses 
1125 Mondoñedo, 344-345 Sueldos de Jaca 
1125 Samos 23v-26r Sólidos de denarios; sólidos de 

Jaca; CC sólidos valentes CCCC 
sólidos; sólidos de probate 
monete 

1125 Sahagún FERNÁNDEZ 1221 Sueldos jaqueses 
1126 Astorga CAVERO/MARTÍN, 632 Sueldos jaqueses 
1144 Lugo AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D Sueldos jaqueses 
 
- Deniers of Poitou. Some documents also mentioned solidos 
pictavienses. These correspond to the feudal currency of Poitou, 

                                                                                                    
1988 or GAUTIER, 1969, 1982-1, 1982-2. The last two have also studied the process 
of progressive imposition of the currency in Castilian and Leónese markets. 
13 RASINES ET ALII, 1998,  GARCÍA RETES, 1987 and the documentary reference RAH GN 
1818/1 (1), respectively. 
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deniers from the Carolingian tradition minted in Melle.  Apart from 
the mention from 1119 in Historia Compostelana, the known 
documents, with some differences in space and time, and although 
worthy of mention, reveal a weak use.  
 
1103 Archivo Cathedral 

Palencia, arm. 3, 
leg. 14, doc. 2 

Sólidos pictaviensis 

1122 Samos 72r-72v Sólidos de kazmil; sólidos de 
pictavienses 

 
To these data we can add the discovery of a coin of this type, dating 
from before 1108, in the apostolic aedicule of the cathedral of 
Santiago de Compostela14.  
 
- Coinage from Le Puy. This was the currency of the bishop of Le 
Puy, the so-called pujesas, referred to by the poet Gonzalo de 
Berceo. We can only cite two findings relating to the early eleventh 
century, one in Ambojo (Santander), and another in the apostolic 
aedicule of Santiago, both before 1110.  
 
– Dinero de Melgueil or mergulieses in the kingdom of León 
between 1140 and 1162. If the former references show a scarcity 
of Aragonese and French currency before 1140, the situation 
changes after this year, when there is a proliferation of documentary 
references to currency exchanges in Melgueil. The first reference to 
the currency of Melgueil from French lands dates from 1097, with 
frequent allusions in documents written between 1116 and 1315, 
especially between 1163 and 122515.  The archaeological sources 
confirm this expansion of Melgueil currency, so that it can be argued 
that the years between 1125-1180 marked the period of maximum 
diffusion16. The abundance ratio shows a huge commercial 
acceptance, summarized in the following lines:  
 

1127 Astorga Cavero/Martín, 634 
1140 Astorga, Fernández 1274 

                                                
14 SUÁREZ, 1994 
15 BOMPAIRE, 1987, p. 21 
16 DEPEYROT, 1987, P. 54 
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1140 Astorga Cavero/Martín, 696 
1142 Carracedo, 21 
1142 Oviedo, San Vicente  CCVII 
1144 Toxosoutos, 259 
1145 Oviedo, San Vicente  CCXVIII 
1145 AHN, Cathedral of Lugo, 730-59 
1146 AHN, Cathedral of Lugo, 730 
1147 AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/2 
1147 León. Fernández, 1453 
1148 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/6 
1149 Samos, 64v 
1150 Astorga Cavero/Martín, 735 
1150 Cathedral of Santiago, Tumbo C, 51 
1153 Toxosoutos, 227, 370 
1154 Carracedo 35 
1155 Lourenzá, 73r-73v 
1155 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/10, 12, 13 
1155 León Fernández, 1486 
1156 Toxosoutos, 252 
1157 Carracedo 37 y 40 
1157 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/15 
1158 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/16, 17 
1162 Astorga, Fernández 1340 
1174 Cathedral of Ourense, 9 
1192 San Vicenio do Pombeiro, 12 

 
Given this abundance of documentary references, the scarcity of 
money finds of this species in the same geographical space is 
surprising: only one, in the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela17.  
 
 - Currency of Anjou. In addition to the mergulieses, one of the 
currencies most frequently referred to in the documentation of the 
kingdom of León are called dineros angiovinos. The following table 
lists the documents that refer to this species.  
 
1165 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325e/12 
1165 Oseira, 2, 58v 

                                                
17 BALAGUER, 1987, p. 103 
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1166 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325e/13 
1167 Oseira, 2, 59v-60r, 112v, 110r-110v; 1, 67v 
1168 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325E/16, 18 Bis 
1169 Oviedo, San Vicente  CCXCII  
1170 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325E/19 Bis-21 
1170 Oseira, 1, 164v-165r 
1171 Oseira, 1, 71r; 2, 44v 
1171 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325f/1, 3 
1171 León, Archivo Diocesano, Miguel Bravo 24 
1172  Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325f/5-7 
1173 Oviedo, San Vicente  CCCV  
1173 Oseira, 2, 56v-57r, 54v 
1174 Oseira, 2, 55r-55v, 111v, 109r-109v, 169r-169v 
1174 Carracerdo, 60 
1174 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325f/12-16 
1175 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325F/16 Bis-18 
1176 Oseira, 2, 39v-40r, 38v-39r 
1177 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325f/21, 23 
1177 Carracerdo, 69 
1177 León, Archivo Diocesano, Miguel Bravo 28 
1178 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325f/25-26 
1179 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g1-3 
1179 Carracerdo, 72 
1180 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g/4-6 
1180 Oseira, 2, 45r-45v 
1180 Cathedral of León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1616 
1181 Cathedral of León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1620, 1621 
1181 Oseira, 1, 150v-151r 
1181 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g/7, 9 
1182 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g/12, 14 
1182 Carracerdo, 83 
1182 Oseira, 2, 115r-115v, 120r-120v 
1184 Oseira, 1, 134r-134v 
1185 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g/22 
1185 Carracerdo, 92, 93 
1185 Oviedo, Cathedral,  GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 203 
1186 Oviedo, Cathedral,  GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 205 
1187 Samos, 74r 
1187 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325g/24-25 
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1188 Oscos, 1618/5 
1188 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325h/2, 3, 6 
1188 Oseira, 1, 177r 
1189 Oseira, 1, 74r 
1189 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325H/9-10 Bis 
1190 Carracerdo, 104 
1191 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325H/16 Bis, 18 
1192 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1325h/20-22 
1192 Oviedo, San Pelayo 41  
1192 Oviedo, Cathedral,  GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 213 
1193 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1326a/2 
1194 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1326a/3, 4, 7-8 
1196 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1326a/23 
1197 Lugo, AHN   Clero Carpeta 1326b/4, 6-8 
1198 Oseira, 1, 183r-183v 
1200 Oviedo, Cathedral,  GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 215 
1202 Oviedo, Cathedral,  CATÁLOGO 226 
 
Deniers Tournois. As in the previous case, and simultaneously, 
there are frequent references to the currency of Tours. The weight of 
the coin must have been 1.12 g, rarely attained in the specimens. 
The theoretical metal content should be the third of silver. A 
document issued in 1200 says that a denier tournois is equivalent to 
one dinero anjuivino18.  
 
1164 Toxosoutos, 646 
1165 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325E/9 
1169 Oseira, Romaní 48 
1184 Oseira, AHN 1510/20 
1185 Vega de Espinaredo, 8 
1186 Astorga, CAVERO/MARTÍN, 879 
1189 Oseira, 2, 61r-61v, 63r-63v, 85v-86r, 93v; 1, 64r-64v, 87v-88r 
1190 Carracedo, 105 

                                                
18 Regarding the dinero merguliés, see BOMPAIRE et al, 1987, p. 155. In any case, 
according to DUMAS-BARRANDON, 1982, pp. 13 and 23, the equivalence is anjiovinos-
tournois and parity between the two species in 1200. In pp. 47-53, 88-89 mention the 
test results stating that the metal content, more than a third, correspond to royality. 
For its part, the deniers of Anjou studied on p. 88 does not come by just this 
proportion. 
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1191 Oseira, ROMANÍ 79 
1191 Oseira, 2, 161r 
1191 Astorga, CAVERO/MARTÍN, 906 
1191 Oseisa, ROMANÍ 79 
1192 Oseira, 2, 135r-135v 
1193 Oseira, 1, 72r-72v, 86v; 2, 91r-91v, 115v-116r 
1193 Santiago, San Martín Pinario, 2.163 
1194 Cathedral of Ourense, 14 
1194 Carracedo, 127 
1194 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326A/10-13 
1195 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326A/16 
1195 Oseira, 2, 86v-87r 
1196 Oseira, 2, 92r-92v 
1196 Carracedo, 131 
1196 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326A/18, 20, 24 
1197 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326B/1 
1197 Carracedo, 140 
1198 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326B/10-11 
1199 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326B/12, 13 bis, 14 
1199 Cathedral of León, FERNÁNDEZ, 1751 
1199 Meira, 201 
1200 Oseira, 1, 82r-82v 
1200 Astorga, FERNÁNDEZ, 1534 
1200 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326B/21-22 bis 
1201 Carracedo, 158 
1201 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326C/8-13 
1202 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326C/20, 21, 23, 24 
1203 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326C/18 bis 
1205 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1326E/2 
 
- Heavy silver. As occurs in contemporary Europe, many major 
transactions are expressed in silver, based on the marca of silver, 
weighing ± 233 g.  The following table summarizes the transactions 
referring to payment with silver bullion in the documentation 
collected in León, excluding numerous contracts in which the 
reference to marcas of silver in terms that are normally penitential in 
style. In fact, the term usually refers to breaches of contracts that 
have already been executed (relative to the price, que de vos 
recipimus, que vos me dedisti, etc), expressed in exorbitant 
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quantities and usually in conjunction with warnings that are probably 
much more effective on the contracting parties.  Similarly, references 
to the weight of the marca are excluded in cases–usually wills– 
where objects are mentioned (ciphium, cups) weighing one marca or 
a multiple of this unit. 
 
Year Reference Value Payer Payee 
1101-
1120 

Sobrado, 184r-184v 2 marchis   

1112 Samos, Tumbo, 117 100 Marcas 
argenti de 
gazofilatio 
beati marie 

Bishop  Queen 
Urraca 

1115 Samos 30 marcas 
argenti 

  

1118 León, cathedral 1361 30 Marchas 
argenti 

Bishop  Queen 
Urraca 

1120 Samos, Tumbo, 135 10 Marcos 
plata y 700 
solidos de 
dineros 

Abbot  Queen 
Urraca 

1120 León, cathedral 1369 2 Marcos de 
argento 

 Queen 
Urraca 

1120 León cathedral 1371 Mesa con 
peso de 79 
marcas 

Bishop  Queen 
Urraca 

1127 Ourense, DURO, 5 6 Marcas 
argenti 

Bishop  Particular 

1127 Santillana del Mar,  
BLANCO 70 

2 marcas 
argenti 

  

1129 León, cathedral 1391 6 Marchas 
argenti 
purissimi 

  

1134 San Martín Pinario, 
Santiago 

Marcas de 
plata 

  

1137 ASTRAY, Alfonso VII, 
Santiago 

100 Marchas 
argenti  

Bishop  of 
Stgo. 

Alfonso VII 

1142 Caaveiro 3’5 marchas Monasterio  
1143 Carracedo, 43 Marchas 

argenti 
  

1144 Carboeiro, 49 50 marchas 
argenti 

Abbot  Alfonso VII 
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1145 Tui 2 marcas 
argenti 

  

1145 Xubia 5 marcas Particular  
1149 LÓPEZ FERREIRO, 1901 3 marcas  Bishop  

Stgo. 
1150 Santiago, Sar, 107 17 marchas Count  

Fernando 
 

1150 ASTRAY, Alfonso VII, 
129 

80 marchas Bishop  Alfonso VII 

1154 Santiago, Tumbo C, 
23 

2 marchas  Bishop  
Stgo. 

1155 ASTRAY, Alfonso VII, 
166 

100 marchas Abbot  Alfonso VII 

1156 León, cathedral 1490 1 Marcam 
argenti 
(documento 
otorgado en 
Santiago) 

  

1158 Sobrado 2, 14v-15r 3 Marchas 
argenti 
superado de 
archi 
gazofilacii 

  

1159 LÓPEZ FERREIRO, 1901 400 marchas Count  
Gonzalo 

Bishop  
Stgo. 

1162 Xubia A, 4r 3 Marcas 
argenti 

  

1164 Sobrado 2, 15r-15v 3 Marcha 
argenti archa 
gazofilatio 
beati iacobi 

Bishop  Monasterio 

1164 Sobrado 1, 147r 6 Marcas 
argenti 

Particular Particular 

1168 Sobrado, 19v-20r 10 marchas   
1169 Santiago, tumbo C, 

61r-61v 
50 y 120 
Marchas 
argenti 

Particular Particular 

1169 LÓPEZ FERREIRO, 1901 14 marchas Particular Particular 
1175 Santiago, Galicia 

Histórica 19 
16 marchas 
argenti puri 
roboratam 

  

1175 Santiago, tumbo A, 
51rb 

350 Marcas 
argenti  

 Fernando II 
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1175 Santiago, tumbo B, 
95rb 

340 marcas   

1179 Santiago, tumbo C-1, 
123v 

10 Marchas 
argenti 

Bishop   

1179 Santiago, tumbo C-1, 
113r-113v 

4 Marchas 
argenti 
canonice; 10 
marchis puri 
argenti 

Particular  

1182 Santiago, tumbo C1, 
62r-62v 

4 Marcas 
argenti 
canonice 

  

1182 Santiago, Tumbo B, 
172r 

150 marchis 
argenti  

Bishop  Stgo. Fernando II 

1183 Santiago, tumbo C1, 
100v-101r 

9 marcas 
argenti 
canonice 

  

1183 Cathedral of Lugo 173 2 marcos Particular Particular 
1185 Cathedral of Lugo 177 2 marcos Particular Particular 
1189 Santiago, tumbo A, 

60va 
300 marchas  Fernando II 

1190 Sobrado 1, 127v 7’5 Marchis 
argenti 

Particular  

1198 Sobrado 183r-183v 2 marcas   
1199 Xubia 19v 2 Marchas 

argenti 
apreciatus cm 
VII solidos 

  

1202 Sobrado 2 marchas Particular  
1203 Sobrado 2, 132v 300 Solidos 

valente 
marcha 
argenti 
canonice 
beati iacobi 
XLV solidos 

  

1204 Santiago, tumbo C, 
177r 

200 Marchas 
argenti  

 Alfonso IX 

1204 Santiago, tumbo B, 
176v-177r 

Id   

1205 León, cathedral 1782 4 Marcas 
argenti 
Legionensis 
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ponderis  
1208 Sobrado 2, 132r-132v 1000 Solidos 

valente 
marcha 
argenti L 
solidos 

  

1211 Santiago, tumbo B, 
59r 

100 Marchis 
argenti  

 Alfonso IX 

1223 Santiago, Tumbo C, 
339r 

17 marcas de 
Plata en 
cofres. Figura 
Adefonsus 
Petri de 
Moneta 

  

1230 León, cathedral 1968 XXX Marchas 
stirlingarum, 
quos in 
romana curia 
pro me 
acomodavit 
domno Aprili, 
canonico 
Legionis. 
Istas marcas 
cambiavi pro 
CCLXX 
morabitinos 
legionis 
monete, 
marcam ad 
VIIII 
morabitinos. 

  

1232 Santiago, tumbo C, 
66r 

30 Marchas 
argenti et 180 
libras 
turonemsium 

  

1245 Santiago, tumbo C, 
45r 

4 marcas   

1246 Cathedral of Ávila, 
Barrios 75 

Marcas   

1252 Ourense, Duro, 249 15 Marchas 
et dimidiam 
de plata et 
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unam 
mediam 
unciam de 
plata 

1267 León, cathedral 2268 Libras de 
torneses, 
Morabetinos 
de oro, 
marcos de 
esterlines, 
marcos 

  

1269 Santiago, tumbo C, 
38v 

Marchis 
argenti et 
sterlingorum 

  

1273 León, cathedral 2326 Marcos de 
esterlines, 
moneda 
blanca de 
ahora que 
hacen 37 
maravedises 
y medio el 
marco. 

  

1282 Ourense, Duro 477 60 marcos 
shellingerirum 

  

1286 Ourense, Duro 487 20 marcos 
shellingerirum 

  

 
 
In some cases, the purchasers of the marcas have been identified in 
the cases of royalty (Urraca, Fernando II, Alfonso IX), as the same 
could be acquired either for payments abroad or quite possibly for 
conversion into currency for consumption in the kingdom.  It is 
interesting to note the abundance of references to this currency in 
the area of Compostela where, on the other hand, gold was not in 
circulation, on the contrary to the space occupied by the Meseta. For 
this reason, we have separated in the table the existence of 
transactions expressed in marcas included in the documentation of 
Toxosoutos, where the references to purchases by ecclesiastical 
authorities are particularly abundant in marchas19. 
                                                
19 PÉREZ, 2004 
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1137 10, 299 10 Marchas argenti; 1 marchas argenti 
1144 619 6 marchas argenti 
1149 208 13 marchas argenti 
1149 210 23 marchas argenti y 15 morabetinos 
1150 247 2’5 marchas argenti 
1153 327 merculienses unam marcham argenti 
1155 700 3 marchas puri argenti 
1157 84 6 marchas argenti 
1161 234 2’5 marchas argenti 
1165 346 2 marchas argenti y 1 morabetino 
1166 282, 286 1’5 marchas argenti; 6 marchas argenti 
1167 335 2 marchas argenti, tres fertones 
1168 288, 304 ½ marchas argenti canonice 
1169 280 1 marchas argenti 
1170 336 1 marchas argenti 
1172 281; 401 y 476 5 marchas argenti; 4 marchas argenti canonice 
1175 211 24 marchas argenti 
1175 301 1 marchas argenti y 1 morabetino 
1176 238, 290 1 marchas argenti; 1 marchas argenti 
1185 271 2 marchas argenti 
1188 263 2 marchas argenti 
1194 632 1 marchas argenti 
1196 636 1 marchas argenti 
1198 438 4 marchas argenti 
1204 530 4 marchas argenti canonice 
1220 54 1 marcha argenti 
 
In all procurement documentation contained in the kingdom of these 
cases, the names used in documents are marcas, marchas, marcos, 
marchis, of argento, argenti or de plata. The Historia Compostelana 
often mentioned silver marcas20. Our own literature affects the use 
of this way of counting the money and paying.  Thus, in the Cantar 
del mío Cid we find references to marcas (plata) (verses 135, 147, 
161, 168, 184, 1217, 1234, 1737, 2467, 2509, 2571, 3231), Marchos 
(verses 138, 196 , 250, 253, 513, 845) and Marcho (verse 260). 
Fertón is mentioned twice a division of the silver marca, one in 
Toxosoutos in 1167 and again in 1156 in a royal document of 
Alfonso VII kept in the cathedral of Compostela. Also, we have two 

                                                
20 GAUTIER, 1983, p. 161.  
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solidos puri argenti in Celanova in 113121. In any case we have been 
paying in silver unciam.  

 - Conclusions. The moments of the greatest increase of foreign 
money in circulation are detected in 1150, 1175 and 1200, generally 
coinciding with heavy silver marcas, meaning it can be assumed that 
both the silver coined and the weight are used in some ways as a 
parallel displacement.  Moreover, in the case of anjiovinos and 
tournois, there are many renters who prefer to receive foreign 
currencies, more worthy of confidence than the royal currency. Thus, 
the French currency accessed through the Way of St. James does 
not need to be changed for the purchase of goods or services by the 
pilgrims in small urban markets, so that it indirectly reaches the 
hands of the wealthiest individuals in the form of rents.  As regards 
the acquirers, they were expected to use the money they received in 
these markets. In these circumstances, we can only conclude that it 
supports the French currency as well as its own, with the 
documentation reflecting their adaptation to the morabetino 
accounting system.  

As regards the places where these transactions are documented, 
urban areas are more prone to currency movements than rural 
areas22. In addition, Galicia and Asturias stand out for the presence 
of French currency, in a contrast to its apparent absence from the 
Meseta. Indeed, this absence is only apparent, as it is absurd that it 
would move beyond the Meseta if they have not travelled through it. 
The explanation for the specific reference to the currency used in the 
transactions is described in the expression morabetinos in the 
transactions documented in León, in particular after the year 1180.  
Thus, the fact that attention is drawn to exclude non-morabetinos is 
that they are expressed as an accountancy unit of dineros, whether 
royal or French.  

As previously mentioned, the data demonstrate the basis for 
interpreting the Castilian and Leonese fear that the coinage could 
leave of the kingdom, a concern voiced to the king by the 
bourgeoisie and which is surprising in its intensity.  The data 

                                                
21 Tumbo, 45r-45v. 
22 In this way, AGUADE, 1988, pp. 309 
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mentioned above, despite its insistent presence in the 
documentation, has a scope that has never been verified.  Moreover, 
with or without bans, the market of the Castilian crown has always 
revealed an ability to recover metal for coinage.  

 c) The arrival of gold.  

One of the fundamental aspects regarding the circulation of money 
in the kingdom of León in the middle ages is the importance of the 
presence of gold in transactions between individuals.  Unlike other 
European kingdoms, and directly influenced by events in the south of 
the peninsula, bimetallism is definitely one of its characteristic 
features. The presence of gold underwent a major transformation 
with the arrival in the peninsula of the Almoravids, who were 
accustomed to using gold in their transactions through the 
establishment of a transport network between Ghana and North 
Africa.  
Each morabetino weighs 4.15 g of gold and contains 20-21 carats. 
The first reference in the Meseta dates from 1112 and from there the 
presence to this unit is constant until the start of the thirteenth 
century. Alfonso VII minted morabetinos in Baeza from 1149 to 
1154, and Alfonso VIII in Toledo from 1173 to 1218, with a weight of 
3.85 g and 20-21 carats. The Portuguese kings also minted 
morabetinos, as well as Fernando II and Alfonso IX in León. 
 
B) The royal right to mint  
 
The right to issue coins is the legal basis for minting coinage. In the 
medieval mind, this aspect made it necessary to determine the 
ownership of the currency, something that underwent a dramatic 
evolution in the middle years of the Middle Ages. As a result, in 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, coinage did not belong to the 
community or the holder but instead to the issuing authority, 
reminiscent of the obligation contained in the gospels to ‘give to 
Caesar what which is Caesar's’. However, in 1352 Nicolas Oresme 
introduced the idea of a change in the ownership of currency to 
allocate it to the community, which should serve the royal interests, 
according to contemporary practice manifested in England (1311 and 
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1352), Brabant (1356) and Aragon (1372)23. In Castile these ideas 
did not arrive until the fifteenth century, when some members of the 
Cortes seem to come into contact with the scholastic doctrine of 
Aristotle underlying Oresme’s views, and Chancellor Ayala, author of 
the Rimado de Palacio, visited the French Corte of Charles V and 
John I24, resulting in a practice similar to that of contemporary 
Europe25.  
 
Focusing on how this interest is manifested in the kingdom of León, 
it was the subject of special analysis in the early twentieth century, 
at which time a debate arose that is now outdated. The initial 
positions were those of Vives and Sanchez Albornoz. Vives supposed 
the existence of a licensing system similar to the French from the 
observation of coins known in his day, in which the monarch would 
receive a share of the profits, and the concession to ecclesiastical or 
municipal corporations in the cases of León, Toledo, Segovia or 
Oviedo26. Sanchez Albornoz, whose opinion is the most widely 
accepted today, considered the concessions as an exception to the 
general rule of the king's right to issue currency27. All in all, it is 
worth mentioning some peculiarities that involve the legal transfer of 
the ability to coin, or illegal actions by persons other than the holder 
of the monetary power. As an exception, the monarchs relinquished 
part of their powers to the following authorities:  
 
- The Bishop of Compostela: 
 

• 1105 and 1107. Archivo de la Cathedral of Santiago, Tumbo 
A, 27vb-28va, Tumbo colorado 84r-85v. tumbo A, 30 rb-
30va. Historia Compostellana, I-XXVIII and II-XIII 

• 1171 and 1182. Archivo de la Cathedral of Santiago de 
Compostela, Tumbo A, fol. 50r. and Chartularum XLVI, fol. 
121v-122v. Archivo de la Cathedral of Santiago de 
Compostela, Tumbo A, fol. 57v, and Tumbo B, fol. 171v-172r. 
And Chartularum CLXI, fol. 141r-142r. 

                                                
23 MACKAY, 1986, 377-8 
24 MACKAY, 1986, 388-390 
25 MACKAY, 1986, 391 
26 VIVES, 1901, BALAGUER, 1983  
27 SÁNCHEZ ALBORNOZ, 1928, BALAGUER, 1984, RUEDA, 1991, ROMA, 1999 
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• 1193 (gold coins). Archivo de la Cathedral of Santiago, 
Tumbo B, fol. 105 

 
- The Abbot of Sahagún: 
 

• 1116. A. Clero, 893-15. 
• 1119. A. Clero, 893-22. 

 
- The Cathedral of Palencia: 
 

• 1125. ACP. Arro. 3, leg. 8, doc. 2; ACP. Arro. 3, leg. 8, doc. 
4; ACP. Arro. 3, leg. 2, doc. 26 

 
The faculties of the right to coin can be grouped according to their 
purpose, so that powers are directed to the enjoyment of rights 
along with other self-defence. This section will address the scope 
and modulation of these powers.  
 
Powers relating to coinage. The main content of jus monete is 
precisely the legal possibility of making or coining money, being able 
to provide the material required to produce coinage, and hiring 
people with different professional and legal skills in order to 
manufacture currency and coin dies. In this case, several aspects 
have to be specified:  
 

- The establishment of currency rates. The first option 
is to set the appearance of the coin, which may 
consist either of a unique type or an imitation of a 
foreign type for one species, whose circulation is 
admitted in order to maintain parity.  

 
- The acquisition of the coin dies. Linked with the first 

factor, the kings needed an artist who could 
manufacture the dies for the production of coins. 
Here, the general rule was that the coin dies 
belonged to the issuer and not the moneyers, who 
used them in a system that was governed by a set 
of monitoring systems, and it was not until the 
thirteenth century when the entalladores or coin die 
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makers became a part of the operation of the mint, 
with the dies always remaining under the 
supervision of the guards and the treasurer in rooms 
sealed with complex locks to prevent theft that could 
be exploited by forgers.  

 
- The determination of the intrinsic content of the 

coin. One of the most important aspects of this work 
focuses on determining the metal content. This is 
the basis of two variables, the talla and the ley. In 
the case of the talla, this was done by number of 
pieces within the mark of 230-233 g. When the 
pieces are tiny, these sueldos are grouped into 
twelve coins, for example, of up to 20 sueldos in the 
marco. The ley (law) is the noble metal content that 
this marco should contain, which can be measured 
in carats for gold (the ley for gold is 24 carats) or 
money for the silver (pure silver is 12 dineros, 
although the ley was set by Alfonso X at 11 dineros 
and 4 granos).  

 
- The manufacture and issuing of money. Finally, the 

issuer should hire moneyers and provide them with 
the means to produce money, including the noble 
metal to be manufactured, as well as to establish 
control of all these tasks28. The last step is linked to 
the former and is the circulation of the currency, and 
can point to two main distribution channels. The first 
is the payment of the issuer’s debts, such as the 
repayment of loans or the payment of salaries. The 
second channel is by exchanging the new currency 
for the former, making a profit through the 
exchange.  

 
The right to control its circulation. Once put into circulation, the 
owner of the right can use the following powers:  
 

                                                
28 For France, BOMPAIRE-DUMAS, 2000, 405-6 
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- Determining the extrinsic value of the currency and 
its amendment. Apart from the above, an interesting 
set of powers exist connected with determining the 
extrinsic value of money, so we know various ways 
of establishing this. These include:  

 
§ The pricing of consumer products. One way 

of altering the intrinsic value is setting the 
price for goods consumed on a daily basis 
that were actually available. In the case of 
Castile, we know that this kind of 
determination was established for the first 
time in the Castilian Cortes of 1207, the first 
documented in Castile. Later we find the 
prices set by order of Alfonso X in Jerez on 
October 10, 1252, and by Pedro I in the 
kingdom of Murcia. In general, these rules 
seem to have been ineffective, as they did 
not have other rules to revoke. Their effects 
must not be very popular, because the fixed 
price could be higher or lower than that 
which was desired by the supplier or buyer, 
as well as the possible consequence of 
accommodation in the producer or reduced 
product quality.  

 
§ Determining the value or the parity of the 

currency itself with new ones. A different 
way of altering the extrinsic value is to seek 
parity with other currencies that circulate 
regularly in the market for which they are 
intended. These species can be either 
internal or external. This is the case of 
external sources that originated in the 
settlement of trade and exchange, such as 
those of 1272, 1332 and 1334 in Murcia, 
which were slightly overestimated in order 
to make it unprofitable to leave the 
kindgom.  
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- Regulation of cash or currency. A fundamental right 

in the right to issue money is the regulation of 
money circulating in the market, as a protective 
system designed to ensure the correct translation of 
old or foreign currency29.  

 
- The quiebra de la moneda. In connection with the 

former idea, the king could order the “breaking of 
the money”. There is a widespread idea that links 
the phenomenon of the quiebra de la moneda with 
devaluation and, although in many cases both routes 
converge, the truth is that they respond to different 
conceptual realities. The quiebra de la moneda is the 
replacement of circulating currency species, both 
internal or external, with the new currency issued by 
the authority in exchange for a fee. Thus, the old 
currency is reflected in the Mint through the 
intermediary of moneychangers when they make 
their appearance and “break in” so as to prevent 
further movement in the market, hence its name. In 
return, we provide the number of units of account 
amounting respecting the extrinsic value given by 
the monarch. Meanwhile, the devaluation is the 
reduction of extrinsic value, usually through the 
value of the unit of account of the low. This practice 
should be related to European monetary emissions 
for the period, linking the renewal as a practice 
inherent in the functioning of the currency. 
Particularly in the areas occupied by certain lords, 
setting the exclusivity of its own currency and 
coinage both in monetary circulation, renew the 
practice of circulating money is used to obtain 
regular income through processing (seigniorage) or 
a commitment not to transform (monetagium).  

 
From the first moments of Castile and León emissions assumes the 

                                                
29 BOMPAIRE-DUMAS, 2000, 401-3 
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existence of this right to renew the currency. Cases are given in 1140 
for Palencia (quando quando mutatio monete fieret and fiet Noue in 
Palencia monete mutatio) of 1182 for Santiago (hanc monetam 
uestram in rigoris full ualore quamdiu uolueritis ratam et permanere 
Firmissimam possitis facere, et propter ullam commutationem et hec 
ur ualoris diminutionem monetary data uobis minime et concessa 
lesionem suscipiat) and in the Cortes of Benavente, 1202. In fact, 
there is no right to devalue the currency. 
 
 
C) The evolution of monetary policy in the twelfth century 
 
a) The monetary situation prior to 1157 
 
Alfonso VI ordered the minting of huge quantities of coins from 1087 
to 1103. French and Italian moneyers minted more than 8 million 
pieces in 1103 and a similar number around 1087, using the silver 
that had been present in the urban areas of the north for more than 
a thousand years. But the effort was not possible after this period 
due to the lack of Muslim silver. From 1108 to 1190, the Castilian 
and Leonese monarchs minted many issues in some towns with 
different types and silver contents, using Leonese and Castilian 
moneyers, and putting a very small number of coins into 
circulation30. All of the data points towards this being a renovatio 
monete scheme, similar to other contemporary European systems, 
which implies31: 
 

- an adequate level of economic development, an organized 
apparatus of compulsion capable of sanctioning the 
exchange, and a sufficient number of people. 

- A frequent change of design. 
- A sufficient number of new coins to replace the older coins 

in circulation. 
 
In this period, the cities that possibly contained a mint were: 
 

• Kingdom of León: León, Santiago, Lugo, Salamanca, 
                                                
30 ROMA, 2011 
31 TRAVAINI, 2002 
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Sahagún, Ourense, Astorga, Oviedo, Ciudad Rodrigo, 
Zamora. 

• Kingdom of Castile: Palencia, Toledo, Ávila, Segovia, Burgos, 
Osma, Sigüenza, Nájera (after 1136), Calahorra (after 1136), 
Logroño (after 1136), Plasencia (after 1180), Cuenca (after 
1177). Possibly, Valladolid and Soria. 

• Portugal (until 1139): Coimbra, Guimaraes, Braga. 
 
Based on the numismatic data, it is possible to approximate the 
volume of coins minted in this period32: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Fernando II (1157-1188) 
 
Coin finds from the period of Fernando II reveal the low degree of 
importance attached by contemporaries to the currency of Ferdinand 
II. There are no coin hoards, large or small, that reveal any interest 
in saving on the part of the holders of the currency. In fact, the only 

                                                
32 For this purpose, we used the same technique used by Metcalf to which we referred 

earlier, and therefore the same accuracies should be noted.  
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hoard that may correspond to this period comes from Arzúa, Galicia, 
and includes coins from San Martin de Tours. Thus, the 
archaeological and documentary data reveal two separate areas of 
circulation: 
 
In the first area, in the Meseta, we observe the circulation of gold 
and foreign billon currency: Melgueil prior to 1158 and of Anjou and 
Tours after 1165. Both species were preferred by rentiers for the 
recovery of their rights and were more common in large-scale 
transactions, providing uniform accounting standards for the whole 
kingdom. As regards its presence in the market, it can only be 
concluded that royal tolerance disappeared between 1160 and 1162, 
when the Melgueil currency was transformed into royal currency, and 
between 1180-1186, when morabetinos from León were 
manufactured following the example of Castilian morabetinos.  
 
In the second area, outside of the Meseta, royal and Compostelan 
currency were accepted. As shown, we find some emblematic types 
from specific cities. Also, Ferdinand II inherited from his father a 
system of areas with a limited circulation of currency, which varied in 
its configuration and was limited in quantity. Ultimately, each series 
seems to have been made for a particular area, with an apparently 
different silver content in each type with respect to their 
contemporaries, and which in any event was of no value for those 
using coins in the markets. In other words, unlike the early and 
abundant currency issues of Alfonso VI, whose circulation area 
extended throughout the kingdom, both in Castile and León, the 
types are unique to the entire kingdom, whose value determines a 
significant hoarding in the time of Ferdinand II, when the situation 
was really different: with varying types, poor coinage in silver and 
little interest among holders for use in transactions of importance. All 
the data seem to point towards to the objective sought by the king, 
or at least the assumed result, which was precisely the creation of 
areas of currency with little value and limited circulation in a 
monetary process that targeted domestic species. The purpose of 
this strange phenomenon may include:  
 
a) Facilitating the management and collection of taxes, when they 
were not charged in foreign currency.  
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b) The creation of separate areas, with taxes and taxable items that 
were capable of being differentiated.  
c) Preventing silver from leaking out from the kingdom. 
 
In short, we find that some currency issues were not intended to 
establish a common, comprehensive system throughout the 
kingdom, but instead to be used for a highly local tax. In this case, 
and in the light of the scarcity of silver in the years around 1160, 
well-known currencies may have been directed to payment by the 
king of small amounts of economic importance only to establish a 
continuous system of tax collection.  
 
Having established these premises, it is necessary to refer to how 
these coinages were organised. It should be noted that we are 
talking about a period in which, against the backdrop of an 
insignificant coinage, we find the first signs of Leonese moneyers 
permanently settling in the kingdom, particularly in Salamanca, 
where we find a reference dating from 1164  to Lupe and Julian, 
who had descendants working as moneyers after 1282 amongst the 
moneyers living in León33. This local character of the moneyers is the 
result of the combination of two factors: firstly, the roots of the 
manufacture of currency in León, and secondly, the limited interest 
of foreigners moneyers in the business of coinage in the same 
kingdom. Moreover, in 1171, Ferdinand II granted San Isidoro de 
León a very special gift whereby numularii qui in Legione regiam 
monetam tenuerint et fabricaverint in una [marca] opus ecclesiae 
Sanctissimi Hisidori34. This should be considered as being addressed 
to the moneyers who were minting money in León, implying that the 
moneyers must not have operated in León at all times. In contrast, 
after 1263 there are no moneyers in Salamanca or Carrion de los 
Condes, where there is a church with minting scenes, while in León 
we find a large number of them. 
 
We also have data on the procurement of heavy silver by Ferdinand 
II in sufficiently important amounts to strike coinage, but which was 
not used for this purpose. 
 
                                                
33 MARTIN ET ALII, 1977, 30 (1164),  81 (1182). 
34 MARTIN LOPEZ, 1995, 95 
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Based on earlier ideas connected with the local use coinage, it seems 
that the pattern was as follows:  
 
a) The king, at least in the cases of Salamanca after 1158 and Lugo 
after 1167, agreed with the Bishop to exchange a donation of grants 
from the coinage to facilitate the imposition of currency.  
 
b) An agreement with local money changers and moneyers, at least 
in Salamanca after 1164, to travel to the place where coinage was to 
be made, and requesting that the coin dies were made by local 
goldsmiths. 
  
c) Calculating the silver content of coins, within a very limited 
availability prior to 1175.  
 
d) A period of time is established with the population in order to 
proceed with the change of the currency, local or foreign, by going 
to the mint to collect the new coins.  
 
e) This therefore formed a part of an impulsive manufacturing 
scheme, which was quite possibly separated in time from one 
geographical area to another.  
 
This can be seen in a well-defined pattern in the coinage of Lugo 
from 1162. As mentioned, in 1158 the king granted the bishop a 
stake in the business of making money in a city where the Melgueil 
currency was the most widely used in all types of transactions, and 
was preferred by the known rentiers. Between 1160 and 1162, in 
exercising his power to regulate the cash in circulation, the king 
forced conversion of the French currency into the new royal 
currency, which remained in circulation for few years. Similar 
patterns are seen in Santiago in 1164, and in around 1170 and 1180 
in Oviedo, perhaps in connection with coins that were minted in 
León. In short, it cannot be said that Fernando II developed what we 
now know as a royal monetary policy. The references to royal money 
in this period are shown below: 
 
1160 Sobrado, 2, 110r 
1161 Carracedo 44 
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1162 (March) León cathedral, FERNÁNDEZ, 1516 
1162 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325D/22-25 
1162 Sobrado, 1, 90v-91v, 102r-102v, 67r, 93r-93v 
1163 San Pedro de Montes, tumbo viejo, 197 
1163 Sobrado, 2, 113r 
1164 Sobrado, 2, 60r-60v 
1164 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 1325E/4-5, 7 
1165 Toxosoutos 249, 250, 253 
1167 Toxosoutos 571 
1170 San Vicente CCXCVII 
1172 San Vicente CCCIII 
1175 Toxosoutos 334 
1180 San Vicente CCCXXIX-CCCXXXIII 
1181 San Vicente CCCXXXIV 
1185 Cathedral of Oviedo, GARCÍA LARRAQUETA 202 
 
 
While over 15 million coins using significant amounts of silver were 
minted between 1087 and 1110, during the 31-year reign of 
Ferdinand II the figure was less than one million specimens35. 
Nobody trusted the royal currency for payments of certain 
importance, and nobody accumulated their savings in this coinage. 
Furthermore, nobody, including the king, acquired silver that was not 
necessarily used in the manufacture of its own currency. In short, 
the monetary economy, now established in the kingdom of León, 
was based on trust underlying gold coins and the French coinage. 
The royal money was relegated to the role of regulating a local tax. 
 
B) The reconstruction of the system by Alfonso IX  
 
The monetary situation of Ferdinand II was marked by the absence 
of a royal monetary policy, with all of the accompanying advantages 
and disadvantages for the people, the king and the noble hierarchy. 
They were all accustomed to the absence of a stable royal currency 
thanks to the acceptance of a reliable foreign currency. However, this 
situation presented two possible drawbacks: firstly, the fickleness of 
the royal right to regulate the currency in circulation, so that at some 
point, as occurred in 1160-1162, it required the conversion of the 
French currency to the accepted royal currency. The second, more 
                                                
35 ROMA, 2011 
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fundamental drawback is that there were not any royal shortcomings 
in tackling their payments. In a general economic plan such as the 
full monetization that occurred in the kingdom of León in 1188, the 
dependency on foreign currency was a risk factor for the king, which 
restricted his power both in the receipt of revenue and the payment 
he required. Indeed, the existence of a generally weak currency 
showed that he did not use royal money to satisfy this income, as it 
was objectively worthless. For the same reason, it was of no use as 
payment for creditors used in foreign trade. Therefore, these coins 
were only of interest for paying small, local suppliers and, where 
appropriate, to obtain some income in the same area of circulation. 
Furthermore, reliance on foreign currency entails other problems, 
including the inability to cope with a possible mutation of the silver 
content of the foreign currency or to influence a change in the unit 
of account of billon coinage expressed in gold. At this point, it is 
surprising that the accounting system combined two foreign 
coinages in León, namely the gold morabetino and the sueldos of 
French coins, so the king could not take advantage of this 
commercial situation.  
 
Faced with this situation, the government of Alfonso IX substantially 
transformed the situation to a monetary unit itself in the context of a 
royal monetary policy. For the purpose of his statement, the king was 
informed on transactions that were increasingly documented, 
outlining the evolution of the situation following an exhibition based 
on the chronology. 
 
After the initial period in which Alfonso IX maintained a system of 
coinage with varying types and low emissions in terms of their 
volume, as had been the case with his predecessors, around 1190 
the King changed his monetary policy with a coinage amounting to 
some 220,000 coins36. Moreover, unlike Ferdinand II, who had given 
some grants from the profits of coinage to the churches of Palencia 
(1163), Salamanca (1167, 1186) and Lugo (1158), Alfonso only did 
so with Ciudad Rodrigo (1208). 
 
The first issue, whose first reference dates from 1197, mentions 

                                                
36 ROMA, 2011 
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some new coins of the King of León. New Samos documents dated 
from between 1198 and 1201 mention the existence of a moneda 
corriente. A document from the same monastery from 1199 once 
again refers to moneta legitime at this time. In 1207, Astorga was 
mentioned in a new currency, which was possibly these coins.  
 
1197 Cathedral of León, FERNÁNDEZ, 

1735 
Sólidos regie monete 

1199 Sobrado 2, 165v Probati monete legionensis 
Regis 

1200 Toxosoutos 731 Fortis monete 
1200 Sobrado 1, 82r-82v Tours y novarum monete 
1202 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 

1326C/25-26 
Sueldos de moneda real de 
León 

1202 Oseira, ROMANÍ 104 Regie monete 
1204 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 

1326D/18ter-19bis, 21 
Sueldos de moneda real de 
León 

1204 San Pedro de Montes, tumbo 
viejo, 276 

Sólidos monete regalis 

1205 Toxosoutos 275 Moneta regis 
1205 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 

1326E/3 
Morabetinos  de moneda real 

1205 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 
1326E/3bis 

Sueldos de moneda real de 
León 

1206 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 
1326E/6-7 

Sueldos de moneda real de 
León 

1207 Lugo, AHN Clero Carpeta 
1326E/2 

Sueldos de moneda real de 
León 

1207 San Martín de Castañeda 11 Monete regis 
1207 Astorga, CAVERO/MARTÍN, 999 Morabetinos que se 

refundieron en utilidad del 
Monasterio de San Pedro de 
Eslonza 

1208 Toxosoutos 499 Moneta regis 
1209 Cathedral of León, FERNÁNDEZ, 

1871 
Sólidos de monete regis 

1210 AC Zamora, leg. 17, doc. 35 Morabetinos de moneda fuerte 
del rey 

 
 
In addition to other previous issues in León, coins from Anjou and 
tours may have been used, which disappear from the documentation 
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in 1198, although some information can still be found in the 
immediately subsequent years. Some documents from Sobrado 
dated between 1200 and 1202, and another from Santiago from 
1201, which does not identify the species, mention a fortis monete in 
this period. However, after a relative silence, the documents after 
1202 and prior to 1239 are profuse in their references to the 
monetary register, rated as strong in Zamora in 1207, possibly in 
contrast to the previously existing royal coins.  
 
These coins are also referred to as moneta regalis, moneta Regis 
legione or real moneda in the documentation from the kingdom of 
León. Additionally, in Portugal the documentation refers to the two 
Leonese currencies, legionenses and salamanqueses, circa 1261-
126237. This name also appears on the monetary arrangements of 
Prince Sancho in 1282 in the Cortes of Vitoria of 1288 to refer to the 
coinage of 128238. Therefore, despite the absence of documentation 
from León, it is possible that these coins could have been designated 
as salamanqueses within the kingdom.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Moneta Regis, 1202 Legionense, 1216 

 
  

i  l  d e f  o n  s:r  e  x l   e o  /  a  n  f  o n  s:r  e  x    
 
Corresponding to the emergence of the coinage of León recorded in 

                                                
37 FERRO, 1967 
38 A.M. Burgos, Sec. Hca., GONZÁLEZ DÍEZ, 1984 
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documents, the disappearance occurs at the same time as the 
current coinage of Anjou and Tours. The currency of Anjou makes its 
appearance in 1165 and is found in numerous documents until 1202, 
although between 1197 and 1202 it appears in only four documents, 
a very low number compared to the presence of this currency in the 
decades of 1170 and 1180. Meanwhile, the denier tournois appears 
in 1164, although its presence is occasionally very abundant until 
1190 and from then until 1202. Consequently, these coins that 
disappeared from transactions of any significance were transformed 
into the new royal money, at least from 1197 with some importance, 
and after 1202 in a systematic pattern. 
 
The venta de la moneda in 1202 
 
This is the text of the Cortes, preserved in the Cathedral of Zamora: 

JUDICIUM REGIS ALFONSI ET ALIORUM REGNI SUI 

1. In nomine domini nostri Jesu Christi amen. Quoniam ea que in 
presenti fiunt firma fore volumus et inconcusa in posterum 
permanere. Idcirco ego Adefonsus Dei gratia rex Legionis et Galletie, 
una cum uxore mea regina donna Berengaria et filio meo donno 
Fernando, per hoc scriptum notum facio vobis universis presentibus 
et futuris, quod me existente apud Benaventum et presentibus 
episcopis, et vasallis meis, et multis de qualibet villa regni mei in 
plena curia, tunc audita ratione, tam partis mee, quam militum et 
aliorum, datum est iudicium inter me et ipsos ab electis judicibus, sic 
etiam iam fuerat judicabum inter antecesores meos et suos: quod 
hereditas quam milites tenent de episcopatu vel abadenguis vel alii 
ordinibus in vita sua per capitulum, dum illa tenuerint, debet habere 
illum forum et consuetudinem, quam habent alie hereditates proprie 
ipsorum militum; et si civis, vel burgensis, aut aliquis alius, qui non 
sit miles, tenuerit aliquam hereditatem de episcopatu, vel de alio 
ordine in vita sua per capitulum, debet de illa facere tale forum, 
quale fecerit de sua propria. 
2. Si vero isti vel illi aliter tenuerint ipsas hereditates de abadenguis 
in prestimonium, videlicet ad tempus, vel in pignus, debet currere 
vox regis in illis, sicut in alii abadenguis. 
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3. ítem si aliquis de abadengo vel de ordine tenuerit hereditatem 
militis in pignus, vel prestimonium ad tempus, faciat de ipsa tale 
forum quale faciunt alie hereditates militum. 
4. Si vero aliquis miles vel alius tenuerit hereditatem de abadengo 
vel de aliquo ordine seu episcopatu in vita sua per capitulum, et ita 
indignationem regis incurrerit, quod de regno sit iectus, ab eo 
exeredatus, illa reddat ad abadengum suum vel episcopatum suum, 
et 
atamen quod omnes fructus ipsius hereditatis rex habeat singulis 
annis usque ad mortem vel recontiliationem illius qui eiectus fuerit. 
5. In eadem etiam curia statuto est et provido iudicio datum, quod 
si aliquis clericus habuerit hereditatem de patrimonio suo vel 
emptione non debet reputari vel confiscari pro abadengo, doñee 
illam ecclesie vel abadengo dederit libere et absolute. 
6. In ipsa etiam curia iudicatum fuit, sic etiam semper fuerat, quod 
si rex de novo voluerit suam monetam mutare in aliam, universi de 
suo regno equaliter recipere debent. Si vero voluerit vendere, gentes 
terre invite illam non comparabunt; et si gentes terre illam voluerint 
comprare, rex illam his non vendet, nisi voluerit. Si autem rex illam 
voluerit vendere, et gentes terre illam voluerint comparare, universi 
de regno suo illam debent equaliter ei comprare, nec de emptione 
debet ipsius monete aliquis excusan, nisi canonicus cathedralis 
ecclesie et miles et cassarius ipsius militis qui panem et vinum eius 
collegerit, et qui suo palatio steterit. Si vero unus steterit in palatio 
militis, et alter panem vel vinum alibi collegerit eius, eligat miles 
alterum ipsorum quem voluerit excusatum habere, et reliquis det 
partem suam in emptionem monete, sic et ceteri civitatum. 
In ipsa autem curia possitum fuit et stabili judicio firmatum, quod 
rex, nec militibus, nec alii, tenetur partem facere de pecunia, quam 
collegerit pro sua moneta de solaregis militum, nec de alii, nec etiam 
de aliqua fosadaria, aut de pecunia quam colligat pro fosadaria. Hec 
acta sunt et firmiter statuta, apud Benabentum in plena curia domini 
regis, V Idus martii, era MCCXL, cum dominus rex vendidit monetam 
suam gentibus terre a Dorio usque ad mare, VII annis de singulis pro 
emptione ipsius, singulos recipiens morabetinos similiter eodem 
anno, et tempore simili eorum empta fuit moneta in tota Extre-
madura. 
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FUENTES, 1996 

 
 
A well-known phenomenon, documented for the first time in Europe, 
was the venta de la moneda (selling of money) by Alfonso IX in the 
Cortes of Benavente of 1202. In reality it was not a royal power, but 
instead a factor that made it possible to renew the currency, which 
from this moment on could only be carried out after consultation 
with the Cortes. This also lent it political importance, something 
which is frequently referred to by the majority of writers who have 
discussed the event. This was a new system in comparison to others 
such asseigniorage or monetagium, precisely with regard to the 
precondition established by the agreement of the kingdom to limit 
the king's right to break the currency for a high price. Following its 
general application in 1202, it became a regular tribute called the 
moneda forera. One of the aspects that has conditioned its 
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interpretation is connected with the contemporary emergence 
another tribute, the petitum39, whose origins lie in the king making 
requests to meet extraordinary expenses in 1091, which addresses 
certain subjects such as ecclesiastical corporations in exchange for 
royal donations from 1136, and by 1167 was already claimed on a 
yearly basis40. In all certainty the venta de la moneda had the same 
purpose, and its evolution determines both the confusion between 
the two figures and its degeneration into an ordinary dial tribute 
from the mid-thirteenth century, where some requests can be 
classified either as moneda forera as well as moneda-servicio41.  
 
Focusing the legal aspects of the sale of currency of 1202, we 
explore the following facets separately:  
 
i. Scope. The scope of the venta is strictly marked at the top of the 
text through three basic ideas.  
 

- Sic semper etiam fuerat. According to the text of the Cortes 
of Benavente, the practice was not new, although it is not 
clear when it originated, and is referred to under the 
following headings. As a result, the text is set within a 
customary framework that remains valid. In any case, we 
know that the practice of conserving the coinage existed 
prior to 1200 in France and in Aragon and Catalonia, 
especially after 1174, at which time there was a movement 
to adjust and stabilize the respective currency issues on both 
sides of the Pyrenees42. In this sense, the various owners of 
the jus monete had proceeded to alter the metal content of 
the monetary issues at the same time as they agreed not to 

                                                
39 SÁNCHEZ ALBORNOZ, 1965, GRASSOTTI, 1978, p. 415 MORAN 2002. As noted by these 
authors, moneda and pedido are considered as separate tributes in documents that 
are exempted from payment between 1187 and 1233. 
40 SANCHEZ ALBORNOZ, 1965, 948, MORAN, 2002, p. 126.  
41 MORAN, 2002, 127. FUENTES, 1996, pp. 125-126, notes a possible loss of the 
importance of this tax during the following years. However, the fact of consolidation in 
the mid-thirteenth century and its conversion into periodic moneda forera income 
suggests a continuity of revenue agreed in Benavente in successive automatic 
renewals.  
42 Acording to BISSON, 1979, pp. 74-104.  In P. 75 concerns the coinage of 1128, 1135 

and 1174, followed by others in 1197-1199. 
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remove the coinage. In fact, King Peter II of Aragon asked 
the Pope to change the currency, and the Pope issued the 
Quanto personam tuam decree on the 5th of April 1199, 
considering that these types of changes were immoral. In 
this sense, the decree of 1199 reveals an authentic change 
in medieval thought with regard to an aspect whose first 
record is found in the Council of Lateran of 1123, in which 
morally punishes the counterfeiting and alteration of 
currency43. Later, in 1205 we have the first reference to 
monedatge and the conservation of coinage44. As in 
Catalonia, in Melgueil we have references to mutations and 
confirmation of minting in 1121, 1125, 1128, 1130, 1132, 
1146, 1174 and 119045. Consequently, the reference of the 
Cortes of Benavente to a previous tradition is not easily 
understandable without relating it to the contemporary 
situation in the neighbouring kingdoms and the moral 
concept imposed by the Papal decree of 1199. 

 
- Quod si rex de novo voluerit suam monetam mutare in 

aliam, universi de suo regno equaliter recipere debent. 
Frequent reference is made to the right to change the 
currency or to replace the old currency with a new one 
(which is essentially the same thing). The existence of public 
engagements in which the owner of the right to issue 
currency made an oath not to alter the currency can also be 
made in relation to the context in which they occur. The first 
reference is found in Cerdanya in 1118, although it was not 
until a more stable movement occurred in both France and 
Catalonia in around 1174 when the public oath begins to be 
seen more clearly. We see an example of this in 1183 by 
Philip Augustus of France, in connection to the tribute known 
as Tallage46. However, this phenomenon involving an 
agreement with the kingdom is also found in Girona in 1205, 

                                                
43 BISSON pp. 85-87, 166-172. 
44 BISSON, p. 90-95. 
45 BISSON, pp. 64-74, 231-232. 
46 BISSON, p. 35 and 192. 
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in the Aragonese Cortes of 1218, 1221, 1223, 1236, in 
Lerida in 1214 and in Toulouse in 1205 and 122247.  

 
- Suam monetam. The order refers to a change of the royal 

currency, and not to another. In this sense, this text is 
associated in time with the disappearance of the coinage 
products donated to ecclesiastical entities, so that the king 
does not renew concessions but instead creates new 
workshops that attempt to replace the ecclesiastical 
workshops. Although no reference is made to it, the king 
recovered the monopoly to issue money within the kingdom, 
in all likelihood at the same time and in parallel to the venta 
of Benavente. Moreover, excluding the foreign exchange 
business, maintaining the king’s monopoly to regulate its 
movement, the Castilian and Tournois coins occasionally 
circulated through the kingdom from that time, a significant 
aspect both in terms of the documents and the findings. 
Only Castilian dineros pepiones circulated in the Leonese 
area of the Way of St. James. In summary, concessions 
granted to other entities within the kingdom and foreign 
currency fell outside of the coinage process48.  

 
ii. Contents of the sale. According to the text, Si vero voluerit 
vendere, gentes terre invite illam non comparabunt; et si gentes 
terre illam voluerint comprare, rex illam his non vendet, nisi 
voluerit. Si autem rex illam voluerit vendere, et gentes terre illam 
voluerint comparare, universi de regno suo illam debent equaliter 
ei comprare, nec de emptione debet ipsius monete aliquis 
excusan. This complex wording indicates the need for an 
agreement between the king and the kingdom in general with 
regard to the substitution of the royal currency, without 
prejudice to drafting a royal decree to put new money into 
circulation without replacing the previous currency. In summary, 
the content involves the following aspects:  
 

                                                
47 BISSON, p. 112-119, 190-192. 
48 MORAN, 2002, 121. FUENTES, 1996, 122-123. 
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- The currency in circulation cannot be replaced without an 
agreement between the owner of the coin, the king, and the 
holders of the coin49.  

- If there is an agreement between the king and the kingdom, 
all of its subjects must return the old currency to the king in 
order to receive the new one, establishing a general 
obligation50. 

- The king can introduce new coins or monetary species on 
the market, providing the previous ones are not replaced. 
This aspect explains both the presence of a new species in 
1216 and money coming onto the market.  

-  In any case, the king's right to prevent the movement of 
another currency is spared. Ultimately, the obligation 
remains in effect to turn this royal currency into another 
type, other than that which was apparently introduced in 
1200 (when the conversion of tournois and anjiovinos in 
León occurred).  

 
iii. Finally, establishing two special indications:  
 

- Certain types of subjects are exempted from the obligation 
of payment of the moneda forera51: nisi canonicus 
cathedralis ecclesie et miles et cassarius ipsius militis qui 
panem et vinum eius collegerit, et qui suo palatio steterit. Si 
vero unus steterit in palatio militis, et alter panem vel vinum 
alibi collegerit eius, eligat miles alterum ipsorum quem 
voluerit excusatum habere, et reliquis det partem suam in 
emptionem monete, sic et ceteri civitatum. In fact, there are 
examples of this exemption before this year. 
- The sale is valid for seven years and renewable, so that 
during this period, every subject must pay one morabetino a 
year, based on this statement52: cum dominus rex vendidit 
monetam suam gentibus terre a Dorio usque ad mare, VII 
annis de singulis pro emptione ipsius, singulos recipiens 
morabetinos similiter eodem anno. 

                                                
49 MORAN, 2002, 122-123; FUENTES, 1996 123. 
50 FUENTES, 1996, 123. SANCHEZ ALBORNOZ, 1928, 339-342  
51 MORAN, 2002, 123, SÁNCHEZ ALBORNOZ, 1928, 341.  
52 MORAN, 2002, 123-124. 
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One of the most important aspects regarding royal coins is 
connected with the decision of the Cortes of Benavente of 1202. The 
date of the Cortes is related to the disappearance of French currency 
from circulation at this historical moment, and objectively reasonable 
concerns amongst the urban classes regarding the disposal of royal 
currency that created trust among consumers, namely French 
currency and the gold morabetino. The progressive disappearance of 
the French billon coins began to become apparent in 1197, and in a 
manner that was determined by the Cortes after 1202, as a result of 
which we can assert that the royal currency represented an attempt 
to regulate foreign currency in the same way as occurred in 1160 in 
Lugo. Therefore, the initiative to establish the content of the Cortes 
of Benavente responds to complaints from the municipalities to a 
sizeable measure with financial implications for the commercial 
classes, who relied on a safe currency in order to carry out their 
activities, allowing rentiers to manage their capital more effectively 
with these coins, as well as the king himself, who could collect their 
taxes in his own currencies.  
 
 
The Cortes of 1202 responded well to the royal intention of 
establishing a monopoly on royal currency, an effect that was 
eventually reached. However, nothing was established with regard to 
foreign currency, which was eliminated from the agreement between 
the king and the kingdom, limited to royal currency. According to this 
reasoning, the king could not change his own royal currency, 
replacing the current version with another, without an agreement 
with the kingdom. Through this approach, both parties respectively 
obtained benefits:  
 

- Firstly, the kingdom achieved economic stability thanks to 
the new issue, which despite being more or less valuable, in 
any event was stable.  

- The king, the ultimate beneficiary, ensured his right to 
regulate the circulating currency, forcing the conversion of 
foreign currency in circulation. According to various data on 
Castilian and Leonese emissions, this rate of exchange could 
be one-eighth of the value of the currency to be changed. In 
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this way, king obtained a regular income aimed at preventing 
the change of the currency, known as the moneda forera. In 
either case, the king could incorporate new monetary series 
with different parameters if the introduction of the new 
currency did imply the replacement of the older currency53.  

 
Thanks to this approach, Alfonso IX obtained two stable sources of 
revenue and an acceptable way of spending. The sources of income 
consisted of moneda forera and the revenue from the conversion of 
foreign currency that entered the kingdom. The management costs 
are reflected in a currency that had no grounds for refusal among 
the inhabitants of the kingdom.  
 
Notwithstanding the above, the imposition of royal money was not 
easy. Some documents refer to the presence of tournois until 1205, 
and the Way of St. James maintaining the flow of Castilian pepiones, 
with the same silver content as the issue of 1197-1200. Even later, in 
1228, Alfonso IX was forced to impose royal money in Galicia 
through the following formula54:  
 

Mando uobis firmiter et incauto quod toti recipiatis 
istam meam monetam que modo curret sicut unquam 
eam melius recepistis. Et qui inde aliud fecerit, 
forfectosus meus erit de empore et de quanto hauerit. 
Et mando isti homini meo qui leuat istas meas litteras, 
quod cum homine archiepiscopi prendat ei corpus et 
recabdet ei corpus quomodo appareat ante me. 

 
Therefore, although the decision dates from the closing stages of the 
twelfth century and seems to have been definitively consecrated in 
1202, the imposition of royal currency as a result of prohibiting 
foreign currency became a constant feature at this time. In fact, 
some coin hoards in the kingdom of León contain denier tournois 
from the middle and late thirteenth century. 

                                                
53 There are definitive ways of concluding that the changing tax was one eighth, but 
we have a good source in the gold contents of Castilian morabetinos, 7/8 parts of gold 
of the Almoravid one. 
54 A. C. Santiago, Tumbo B , 109v. The document has no date. GRASSOTTI, 1978, p. 
412, concludes that the only October 2 that the king was in Benavente was in 1228. 
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As a result, we know of several cases in which the king 
defined which currencies could circulate in the kingdom with 
the implicit failure of the currencies concerned, an aspect in 
which the archaeological data is more accurate than that 
derived from documentary sources. Combining these 
different sources, we note the following assumptions:  
 
• In 1263-1264, Alfonso X began minting his dineros de la 
guerra, merging or transforming the coins that were in 
circulation until then, the Castilian burgaleses and pepiones 
and dineros del rey and Legionenses in León. This is a fact 
revealed by some coin hoards which indicate the contrast of 
currency in circulation before and after this date, including 
the presence of re-coined dineros from 1263 on currencies 
minted before. In 1277, Alfonso X asked the Pope for 
permission to coin a monetary issue with a lower amount of 
silver. Although we do not know what answer he received, 
the king made the same request as that made by the King of 
Aragon in 1197 in a clear contextualization of the Castilian 
monetary system in relation to its peninsular context, also 
extending to France. 
• The Cortes of Vitoria of 1288 establishes a permissible 
regulation of currency markets, excluding anything other 
than the money coined in 1277, 1283 and 1286, resulting 
from the demonetized 1263 issue, and forcing the conversion 
of the rest55. This was a very stable arrangement, making it 
possible for the emissions of 1297 and subsequent years to 
take place without involving the demonetization of the 
previous. As an exception, in Galicia some hoards show 
Leonese dineros minted in 1216 and deniers tournois about 
1300.  
• There are undoubtedly emissions of cinquenes or blancas 
of Henry III and John II that involved a progressive 
disappearance of the coins produced from 1277 that were 
still in circulation in 1435. In fact, we have no evidence of a 
quiebra de la moneda or demonetization in this period.  

                                                
55 In 1277 Alfonso X 
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• We need to wait for the release of 1471, when there is 
evidence of previous currency demonetization. 

 
Also, the kings added new billon coins in the years shown below: 
 

• 1263: dineros de la guerra 
• 1270: prietos 
• 1277: seisenes 
• 1286: cornados and meajas 
• 1297: dineros 
• 1330: dineros 
• 1334: cornados 
• About 1345 dineros and cornados 

 
After 1263, all issues had their maravedi of account, normally 
containing a lower silver content than the previous emissions to 
force the higher valuation of new coins in royal payments and the 
conversion of older coins. 
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2 
Castilian Silver Coins in the XIII c. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The reign of Alfonso X is one of the most transcendental periods of 
the Castilian kingdom in the Middle Ages. In the cultural area, 
among a great number of successes, Alfonso created the Translators’ 
School in Toledo; in the legal aspects, the Roman Law was recovered 
and the legal system had a significant transformation; in the foreign 
policy Alfonso opened Castile to the rest of kingdoms and began 
(and finally lost) a personal fight for the Empire; and in the 
economics, Alfonso promoted the cattle industry and modernized 
trade creating local and regional periodical markets. 
 
Alfonso X’s reign is fundamental in the study of the medieval 
Castilian monetary issues, in fact it implies a deep transformation of 
the countable systems through the  implementation of a monetary 
system that remained for the full half of XIV c. It should be 
explained that, in spite of the political and economic importance of 
this reign and of the abundant documentary and numismatic 
information published, only in the last years have advances been 
made in understanding the order of the different billon emissions. In 
any case, there are some works that talk about the currency of this 
period with deficient terminology and others that deeply confuse the 
general monetary system of the XIII c. 

 
Sancho IV (1284-1295), Fernando IV (1295-1312) and Alfonso XI 
(1312-1345) continued the same patterns implemented by Alfonso X 
but for Alfonso X and Sancho IV only silver specimens are known. 
The meaning of these scarce coins has not been fully studied by 
numismatists. 
 
 
The billon series. 
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There are only a small number of works published about the billon 
coins minted between 1252 and 1295 until the years 1964-1965, 
when Beltrán studied  the Castilian emissions considering principally 
the documentation of this period in an in-depht article whose difficult 
understanding was facilitated in 1976 by Collantes. Since that year 
one must wait until 1988 when Todesca’s main contribution 
accompanied the known documentary data presented by Beltrán and 
other authors with archaeological information (the study of a coin 
hoard of this period) and metallurgical studies on some billon coin 
specimens of different issues. In 1993 Hernández completed the 
order of the different emissions and the correct attributions of the 
known specimens to all the Alfonso X’s series. In fact, Todesca 
dismisses the existence of the issue minted in 1256-1263 and 
assigned the coins minted in this year to the emission 1270-1277. 
From 1993 until today all the scholars, excepting Pellicer, assume 
that the sequence of the emissions of this reign respects the 
chronological order that is explained below (see Braña-Roma, 1999; 
Roma, 2000-1, and Castán, 2002). The attribution of the specimens 
to the different series given by Hernández is supported by the order 
of the all the coin hoards published by Rueda-Sáez (1992) and Roma 
(1999), that show an easy to follow order, as well as the 
metallurgical studies published by Todesca (1988) and Roma (2000-
1), that reveal a coincidence between the theoretical composition of 
the coins of a particular series with the real silver contents of the 
correspondent analysed specimen.  

a) Between 1256 and 1263 Alfonso X ordered the issue of the 
dineros pequeños alfonsíes. 7.5 of the new coins were 
equivalent to 3 dineros pepiones made with name of Alfonso 
VIII, minted between 1157 and 1252. These new coins were 
very common in Andalusia until 1270 and in Galicia until XIV 
c. Then, each dinero would contain 0.034 g silver56. There 
are two assignable types to this series, one abundant and 
another very scarce (Braña-Roma, 2001): 

 

                                                
56 See BELTRÁN, 1965, p. 9; CASTÁN, 2000, 45-46; ROMA, 2000, 175. In the analysis 

published in ROMA, 2000, 263-264, the silver contents was 10’2 percent. 
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b) Between 1263 and 1270 dineros blancos de la guerra de 

Granada containing 0.045 g of silver were minted. This was 
the main coin of this period according to all the accounts 
and will be the reference for the next coins of this period as 
can be seen in the table above57. In this series we also find 
two kinds of coins, a single dinero and a multiple one 
equivalent to 7.25 single ones, in the later case with a silver 
contents close to 33 percent. The two kinds of dineros have 
the same types and legends and a similar weight58. 

 
c) In 1270-1277 an issue of dineros called dineros prietos 

occurred with a content of 0.54 g of silver. Thus, twelve 
dineros de la guerra would change for one prieto59. From 
this moment the money made in the kingdoms of Leon and 
Castile before 1252 disappears, remaining solely the 
currency minted after 1263, with the accounts between the 
individuals adjusting to the dineros de la guerra60.  

 
 

 
d) After 1277 the issue of the dineros blancos de la segunda 

guerra began, with a value of six dineros de la primera 

                                                
57 BELTRÁN, 1964, 77; TODESCA, 1988, 197; HERNÁNDEZ, 1993, CLXVI-CLXXII; CASTÁN, 

2000, 46-51; ROMA, 2000, 180-185.  
58 See BRAÑA-ROMA, 1999. TODESCA’s analysis, p. 197, estimated 18-24 percent, and 

ROMA, 2000, 263-264 a 13’5 percent. The method used in BRAÑA-ROMA, 1999, 
distinguished two groups of coins, one with 33’3 and 50’42 percent and a weight 
next to 0’90 g, and a second between 5’03 and 9’45 with a weight of 0’50-0’75 g, 
approximately.  

59 BELTRÁN, 1965, 7; TODESCA, 1988, 172; HERNÁNDEZ, 1993, CLXXII-CLXXVIII; ROMA, 
2000, 185-189. 

60 Recently CASTÁN, 2000, 51-61, has disagreed with the metallic content of the 
successive emissions expressed before, following the interpretation of BELTRÁN, 
understanding that the currencies of Alfonso X would have increase in silver 
contend with time. In spite of knowing the contributions the numismatists, the 
mentioned author takes from them solely the documentary references, avoiding 
the archaeological and numismatic information with that those scholars complete 
their conclusions. In fact, CASTÁN does not reproduce any coin. However, this 
author circumscribes to some geographic areas certain units of account that have 
caused confusion in the general observation of the countable systems of the 
period. 
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guerra or, which is the same, as half of the prietos, 
containing 0.27 g of silver each unit61. It was also 
denominated seisenes and its circulation lasted at least until 
1366. It is also probable that its manufacture extended until 
the year 1295.  

 
This emission was completed with two new series. 

 
a. After 1281 the minting of copper currency, meajas62 

or pujesas, seems to have occurred with a value of 
the sixth part of the dinero de la segunda guerra, 
containing the same amount of silver as the 
dinerillos of the first war63. In any case, according to 
archaeological sources, the coin below was coined in 
this period.  

 
b. After 1282 a new fraction of seisén seems to have 

been coined by the insurrectionist son of Alfonso X, 
finally Sancho IV issued a coin, denominated meaja 
salamanquesa, with a possible value of half a seisén. 
The purpose of this emission was to return to the 
currency system before 1252, separating the 
coinage of Castile and Leon, with specimens of low 
silver content, named leonés and salamanqués in 
Leon and burgalés and pepión in Castile. A Royal 
document dated in 1288 explains that only one of 
the four kinds of coins announced was minted in 
Kingdom of Leon, named meaja salamanquesa. 
According to the archaeological (presences in hoards 

                                                
61 TODESCA, 1988, 175; HERNÁNDEZ, 1993, CLXXVIII-CLXXXV; CASTÁN, 2000, 52-58; 

ROMA, 2000, 192-193. The analysis presented by TODESCA, 198, showed an 
approximated 45 percent, while that of ROMA, 263-264, 28-32 percent. CANTO, 
214-216, using the same technique, showed a surprising 10.54 per 100. The coins 
of this series weight approximately 0.88 grams. 

62 Meaja is the name assigned in the XIII-XIV c to the fractional currency, normally the 
sixth part of a dinero. See ROMA, 2000-2. 
63 CASTÁN, 2000, 60-63; ROMA, 2000, 199-200. The analysis of one of these 

approximately 0.60 g specimens presented in ROMA, 2000, 263-264, showed a 
10.2 percent silver content. CANTO, 214-216, analyzed another one with a 2.64 
percent. In any case, the sixth part of one seisen. See and compare the note 6. 
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buried after 1284 and absences in archaeological 
contexts prior 1252), epigraphic (the same 
characters presents in seisenes), and numismatic 
(the same legend of seisenes and the metal 
contents) data, only this type can be attributed to 
this series64.  

 
e) After 1286 the new King returned to the system implanted 

by Alfonso X issuing two kind of billon coins, one rich in 
silver and a fractional series. 

 
a. The first one was named cornado and had a value of 

1.5 seisenes. Thus it contained the same amount of 
silver as 9 dineros blancos de la primera guerra, that 
is 0.45 g65. The type showed the King’s bust.  

 
b. The second one was named meaja coronada, and 

showed the same bust but another reverse. The only 
published metallurgical study indicates a silver 
content close to the sixth part of one cornado66. It 

                                                
64 ROMA, 1997; ROMA, 2000, 201-202. The analysis of ROMA, 2000, 263-264, estimated 

a 19.0 percent, half the silver of one seisén. To emphasize on the matter, at a first 
moment the Infant (Prince Sancho) announced the return to the existing 
monetary emissions prior to 1252: pepiones, burgaleses, leoneses and 
salamanqueses; nevertheless, in 1286 the only real manufacture coin is the 
meajas salamanquesa (ROMA, 1997). HERNANDEZ-CANUT (1995) is alone in the 
allocation of this coin to the series, due to a certainly confused and subjective 
interpretation of the emissions of Sancho IV. This author considers that the 
currencies made by the Infant between 1282 and 1284 are the dineros prietos 
minted in 1270-1277, neglecting the existence of published metallurgical analyses, 
of all the archaeological contexts that corroborate the sequence of emissions 
defended in this article and, finally, of the epigraphic characters of the known 
specimens whose subjective interpretation by this author is the solely argument. 
In spite of all this arguments, expressed in detail in ROMA (1997), HERNANDEZ-
CANUT has quartered himself later in his initial exposition. 

65 See HERNÁNDEZ, CLXXXV-CXCI; TODESCA, 1988, 199; HERNÁNDEZ, 1993, CCXXXIX-
CCCI; ROMA, 2000, 211-212. TODESCA, 199, estimated 45-47 percent silver in two 
cornados. CARTER, RODRIGUES MARINHO, GOMES MARQUES, 1988, studied 25 of these 
coins, with an indicated 52 percent silver in coins with an approximated weight of 
0’80 g. 

66 ROMA, 2000, 215-217. 
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can be noted that some documents use the name 
meaja to express the sixth part of dineros. 

 
Finishing this explanation, in 1288 Sancho IV demonetized all the 
coins issued before 1277. All the rest appeared in hoards buried 
after that period. 
 
 
 

 
Alfonsíes, 1256 Dinero de la Guerra, 1263 

  
a  l  f   :  r  e x  c a   st   e  l    
 e t    : l  e g i  o  n  i  S 

a  l  f  /  o n  su  s   r  E x  c  a  s  t   E l  l  
EE   t   l  E g iI o    ·n  i  s 

 
Prieto, 1270  Seisén, 1277 

  

 

 
a  l  f   r  E x   c a   st   e  l  l  E  
e t    : l  e g i  o  n  i  S. 

m o n  E t   a   c  a   st   E l  l  E  
 e t    : l  e g i  o  n  i  S. 

 
Pujesa, 1281 Meaja salamanquesa, 1283 

 
 

c  a   st   E l  l  E / l  e g i  o  n  i  S m o n  E t   a   l  e g i  o  n  i  S 
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Cornado, 1286 Meaja, 1286 

 

 

 

.  sA n c  i  i  r  E x.  
  c  a   st   E l  l  E l  e g i  o  n  i  S 

.  sA n c  i  i  r  E x.  
  c  a   st   E l  l  E l  e g i  o  n  i  S 

 
 
The silver issues 
 
Current numismatic work continues to treat the silver currencies; 
however, the connections between silver and the abundant billion 
emissions is the main pending task.  Up until now, three classes of 
silver coins have been attributed to the reign of Alfonso X but they 
have almost never been discussed in terms of a time sequence 
within that reign which is comprehensible if we consider that the 
sequence of billion emissions has not been determined. 
 
1 the series 
 
The series which is the least doubtful is that formed by the coins of 
the type with six lines and a weight close to 1.4 grams of silver. Their 
typology, close to the dineros de la primera guerra coined between 
1263 and 1270 and their presence in archaeological contexts 
corresponding to that precise historical period, allows us to establish 
a chronological correspondence with the series of indicated dineros 
de la primera guerra67. 
 
Pellicer (1999) maintains that this series belongs to an emission that 
would have begun in 1258, combining doubtful sources (like the 
King’s Chronicle) with the interpretation of the different units of 
account used in that historical moment. In fact, the chronology and 
the intended purpose of several of these documents have given 
                                                
67 See ROMA, 2000, 178-179. 
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place to difficulties in the acceptance of their interpretation at the 
present time. The consequence is that this  chronology is not 
accepted by most recent authors, who consider an emission in 1258 
impossible. 

 
On the other hand, Pellicer (1999) goes further, maintaining that this 
currency is identifiable with the maravedí de la guerra referred to in 
some documents of this period that would include a certain number 
of dineros. His exposition contributes positive notes, avoiding the 
traditional consideration of these pieces cuartos of maravedi 
considering its association with the remaining currencies of silver of 
Alfonso X, with whom it does not seem to share manufacture 
chronology. Pellicer’s contribution faces several obstacles, handling 
sources which are confusing even for those who wrote them. In fact, 
the complex accounting documents of the period talk about the 
maravedí referring it to as real units of gold and silver, and to a 
different units of account of billon coins. Let’s take this denomination 
at least for now. 

 
By the way, Pellicer considered the existence of at least 34 known 
specimens in public and private collections, of which 20 were from 
the mint of Murcia, 8 from Seville and 6 from Burgos68. Other new 
coins can be added from private collections, principally those minted 
in Seville. The average weight of all these coins is around 1.36 to 
1.40 g of weight. A metallurgical study conducted by Sweeping 
Electronic Microscopy on one of these pieces gave a result of 92.67 
percent silver69. In the purely quantitative order, this data implies 
that each silver coin would be equivalent to thirty dinerillos made in 
1263-1270, and possibly to four of the multiples of these coin 
studied by Braña-Roma in 1999, so that each multiple would be 
equivalent to 7.25 dineros. 
 
This contribution is useful for the purpose of helping us to 
understand several documents dated between 1271 and 1272 that 
talk about esta moneda nueva que monta tanto como cuatro 
maravedis de la moneda de la moneda de la guerra (this new coin 

                                                
68 PELLICER, 1999, 71-72. 
69 BRAÑA, ROMA, 1999, 30. 
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that is equivalent to four maravedises de la guerra)70. Until the 
present moment this relation has been associated  to the new 
accounting of the dineros prietos 1270-1277, very rich in silver (coins 
with 0.54 g of silver, counted five sueldos in one maravedí). This is 
the opportune moment to bring into consideration the second silver 
type made in Alfonso´s reign. There is one specimen conserved in 
the Instituto Valencia de Don Juan of Madrid with a weight of 5.4 g. 
Without great mathematical abilities, anyone can notice a double 
relationship. On the one hand, it has the same silver content as ten 
dineros assigned to the series of 1270-1277. On the other, its weight 
is the same as four six-lines type coin made in silver between 1263 
and 1270.  

 
In this way, it seems that the expressed documentary reference not 
only can be conceived in the relation of units of account 
corresponding to coins of successive emissions, but that allows to 
accept the idea that it corresponds to the comparison of physical 
units, so that the second currency of silver, denominated maravedí, 
is equivalent to four maravedises de la guerra. Thus, it seems that 
each emission of the years 1263-1277 is formed by billon coins and 
their multiples, referential units in silver possibly denominated 
maravedises.  

 
Let’s advance. The Museo Arqueológico Nacional of Madrid conserves 
two specimens known of the last silver coins of Alfonso X. The most 
complete of the two has a weight of 2’70 g, the same silver content 
as ten dineros de la segunda guerra indicated previously and most 
surely made in the period after 1277. Each of these dineros is 
equivalent to six dineros de la primera guerra so that five dineros de 
la segunda guerra would contain the same amount of silver that a 
maravedí of silver of first war. On the other hand, the two pieces 
show different obverse and reverse dies.  
 
In this case, in addition, a silver coin is created that is equivalent to 
two of the silver coins made in the period 1263-1270 and to ten 
dineros made between 1277 and 1286. With the equivalences given 
by the published metallurgical studies in comparison with the 

                                                
70 PELLICER, 1999, 81; HERNÁNDEZ, 1993, CC. 
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theoretical weights of the known currencies of silver, it can be 
maintained that this third species was made between 1277 and 
1286, very possibly prior to 1283, date in which the rebellion of the 
Infant Don Sancho, son of Alfonso X and king at the death of his 
father in 1284, affected the issuing of coins. 

 
In 1286 Sancho IV demonetized all the coins made prior to 1277, 
and ordered the minting of cornados with a silver content of 0.45 g, 
so that two cornados contain as much silver as three dineros de la 
segunda guerra. The presence of this new billon coins was 
accompanied by a large size silver coin with 5.40 g, the same weight 
as twelve cornados and eighteen seisenes, mantaining other 
equivalences and confirming a monetary system that continued in 
the successive years. 
 
As can be seen, this coin has the same weight of the maravedí prieto 
minted in 1270-1277. In the case of prietos, ten billon dineros are 
equivalent to one maravedí, but in this case twelve cornados are 
necessary to make the same exchange.  
 

1263 

 
a  l  f  /  o n  su  s   r  E x  c  a  s  t   E l  l  EE   t   l  E g iI o    ·n  i  s 
 
 

1270 
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a  l  f  o n su   s d E i  g r  a  c  i  a   r  E x   c a   st   e  l  l  E   
 a  l  f  o n su   s d E i  g r  a  c  i  a   r  E x   l  e g i  o  n i  s.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1277 
 

  
 

a  l  f  o n su   s d E i  g r  a  c  i  a   r  E x   c a   st   e  l  l  E   
 a  l  f  o n su   s d E i  g r  a  c  i  a   r  E x   l  e g i  o  n i  s.   
 

1286 
 

 
 

 i  M a  g o sA n  c  i  i  r  e g i  si l  u  st   r  i  s 
c  a   st   e  l  l  e  l  e  g  i  o  n  i  se t   o l  e t   i   
 
2 Notes about their meaning 
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In this scheme, the traditional Historiography concludes that the 
billon coins of Alfonso X was accompanied with a silver currency to 
very possibly favor the transactions with the foreign kingdoms: 
meanwhile the billon coins circulated in the domestic trade and the 
silver ones were easily exportable. But this is not the sole purpose. 
The specimens made from silver between 1263 and 1270 
(maravedises de la guerra) are minted after the conquest of Murcia, 
a new region of Castile kingdom after the gradual conquest in 1257-
1266. There, the Emir Bah’ al-Dawla Muhammad ben Muhammad 
ben Hud (1241-1260/639-659 H), vassal of Castile in his last years, 
minted gold and silver coins with his name until 1258 (656 H). In the 
previous years the Hudid kings of Murcia minted gold doblas (4’65 g) 
and silver dirhems (1’55 g) and fractions of both of them (Medina, 
1992, 455-457), and the trade with African coasts was very common 
(Fontenla, 1987, 50-51). Most of the silver dirhems present in public 
and private collections are minted in the name of al-Mutawakkil 
Muhammad ben Yusuf ben Hud (1228-1238/625-635 H) and al-Watiq 
Abu Bakr Muhammad ben Muhammad (1238/635-636 H). Thus, the 
Alfonso’s silver maravedi (1’40 g), minted after 126371 and at least 
before December of 126572, substituted previous silver dirhems (1’55 
g)73 circulating in Murcia and were mainly minted in the new regions 
of the Kingdom. As can be seen, the weight of the new maravedises 
is 9/10 of the previous dirhems and probably had the same value74. 
Through this issue Alfonso X integrates in one system the coins 
common to Castile and Andalusia-Murcia. The conclusion is that this 
is the main objective of Alfonso X in 1263, maintaining the trade with 
the African coasts in addition as a secondary (and very important) 
purpose.  
 
The pattern of the rest of the silver issues, the first one made 
simultaneously with the dineros prietos (1270-1277) and the second 
one with seisenes or dineros de la segunda guerra (1277-1283), 
                                                
71 FONTENLA assumes the possibility of minting after 1257 to introduce the new 

symbols of reign, in substitution of previous ones, but we have not sure 
references before 1263. 

72 Date of burial of La Pita hoard with 15 specimens of silver maravedises. 
73 In this way, had a similar weight to almohad (or Muwahhid) dirhem. 
74 The La Pita hoard has only maravedises among hafsid gold doblas. That means, 

following FONTENLA, that the presence of the new unit implied the disappearance  
of the previous dirhems. 
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bears a relationship to the maravedises de la guerra, characteristic of 
the policy maintained by Alfonso X and continued by Sancho IV after 
1286. This was a consolidation into one unit for all the kingdom and 
the maintenance of the trade with Africa, where the Hafsids in 
Tunisia maintained the Almohad (or Muwahhid) dirhem’s  weight 
until XIV c, and Granada, where a similar weight was preserved later. 

 
Finally, the evolution of the system shows an important reduction in 
the importance of the mints that issued maravedises between 1263-
1270, which also explains the origin of the metal used in minting the 
silver series. The next table presents the proportion of minted issues 
in the mints that issued silver maravedises in 1263-1270. The 
proportion of maravedises comes from Pellicer’s information showed 
above. The rest of the series can be found in Roma 2000-1, p. 196, 
213 and 229 and Roma 2002, p. 35, compiling the proportion of 
coins found in all the hoards published until today in different parts 
of Castile kingdom75. 
 
 
 
 

 Silver 
maravedi 
(1263-
1270) 

Dineros 
prietos 
 (1270-
1277) 

Dineros 
blancos 
 (1277-
1295) 

Cornados  
 
(1286-
1295) 

Dineros 
 
(1295-
1330) 

Seville 23’52 27’59 5’2 4’35 13’11 
Murcia 58’82 24’67 1’15 17’98 0’79 
Burgos 17’64 30’05 33’52 16’89 22’76 
Rest of mints 0 17’69 60’13 60’07 63’34 

 
If maravedises coined in Seville and Murcia in the period 1270-1277 
represented more than 80 percent of the total of the coins minted in 
Castile, in 1277-1295 the dineros of the same mints were much 
scarcer. It can be said that the activity of the mints of Seville and 
Murcia in 1263-1277 was very important due to the transformation 
of the previous circulating coins in the new Castilian currencies. At 
the same time, the coins made in these Southern mints were minted 
from the Almohad coins circulating there. 

                                                
75 There is not way today to know the proportion of billon coins in 1256-1270 from the 

different mints. 
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SILVER CONTENTS OF THE COINS MINTED IN 1256-1295. 
 
Years Series Silver g. dineros 

de la 
primera 
guerra 

Other equivalents 

1256 dinero negro 0’034   
1263 dinero primera 

guerra 
0’045 1  

 Óbolo 0’022  ½   
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 Múltiplo 0’337 7’25 ¼ maravedí 
 maravedí de la 

primera guerra 
1’350 30 4 múltiplos 

1269 dinero prieto 0’540 12  
 Óbolo 0’270 6  
 maravedí prieto  5’40 120 10 dineros prietos, 4 maravedises 

de la guerra 
1277 dinero seisén 0’270 6 ½ dinero prieto, 1/166’6 dobla 
 maravedí de la 

segunda guerra 
2’70 60 ½ maravedí prieto, 2 

maravedises de la primera 
guerra, 10 seisenes 

(1281) Pujesa 0’045 1  
1283 meaja 

salamanquesa 
0’135 3 ½ seisén 

1286 Cornado 0’45 9 1’5 seisén 
 meaja coronada   1/6 cornado 
 Silver maravedí  5’40 120 12 cornados, 18 seisenes, 1 

maravedí prieto 
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